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BOY SCOUTS HOLD COURT OF HONOR
Pictured here are a group of scouts of the Three-Rivers District and their scoutmasters who participated in a court of honor
held last Thursday night at Ogden Memorial Methodist church. Nineteen boys received Tenderfoot badges, 20 received second
class badges, one was awarded a First Class badge, with five receiving Merit badges and one a Life badge. George Grayson Harrelson,
life scout, was master of ceremonies. Those presenting the badges were Grayson Harrelson, Palmer Vance, field executive; Russell
Goodaker, Rev. George Filer, G. M. Pedley and C. A. Horn. First row (left to right): Oscar Mitohell, Tommy Cash, Richard Lewis,
Bobby Boone, Charles McMican, George Creekmur, Richard Whitsett, Ronald Murphy, Charles Frazer and Janies Hubbard. Second
row: David Pedley, Billy Wilson, Perry Chipps, Malcolm Ilammond, Philip Heaton, Robert Kelley, Marion Phelps, Hayse Pinne-
gar, Frank Faught, Billie Travis, Jackie Barnes and Charles Elder. Third row: Gayle Spurlock, Donny Buckalew, Donald Conway,
Richie .Burton, Jim Fisher, Jimmy Leftwich, Buddy King, Tommie Lacey, Philip Phelps, Henry Rice and George Harrelson.





To Venereal Cases In
County; One Death
Caused By Syphilis
Activities of the Caldwell
County Health Unit, compiled by
the Clerk, Mrs. Arney T. Rawls,
under communicable di-ease con-
trol, show total immunization of
4946 peesortarincluding '
ration given pre-school and school
children against diphtheria, tet-
anus, typhoid, ismall-pox and
other communic le diseases dur-
ing the year 1949, Dr. W. L. Cash,
director, announces.
There were 145 deaths reported
in Caldwell county during 1949
and 275. births, excluding still-
births, which totaled 4. Infant
deaths -for the year in the county
totaled 8. There were 8 deaths
from tuberculosis (all forms); 19
from cancer; 48 from heart dis-
eases, 23 from cerebral lesions; 3
from influenza and pneumonia; 5
fromenephritis, or Bright's disease;
1 from syphilis; 5 from accidents;
2 from suicide; 2 from homicide;
none from 'typhoid, dysentery,
scarlet fever, diphtheria, whoop-
ing cough, measles, polio, malaria.
Numerous inspections were
made by -the county sanitarian,
Robert S. Jacob, and many speci-
mens of drinking water submit-
ted to the State laboratory for
analysis. Some specimens were
found unsafe for potable purposes.
Under venereal disease control,
a total of 138 intravenous and in-
tramuscular injections were giv-
en in the Health office as a part
of the, nation-wide effort to eradi-
cate and control venereal diseases,
Dr. Cash stated. Several syphi-
litics were sent to the Kentucky
Treatment Center, Louisville, for
intensive treatment.
In addition to the giving of im-
munizations against communica-
ble diseases, the general sanitary
measures and the venereal dis-
ease treatments, the Health Unit
was contacted by 2548 persons for
service of one kind or another
during the year.
Hugh Blackburn Sells
Interest In Motor Co.Hugh E. Blackburn, a partner
in the business of the Princeton
.Motor Sales for the last several
years, -announced' the sale of his
Interests to his partner, Roy Row-
land, this week.
Simultaneous with t he an-
nouncement of the sale, Mr.
Blackburn, who has been in the
automobile business here for ap-
proximately 20 years, said that
he has been appointed Ford car
and truck salesman for Randolph
Motors. ,
According to Mr. Rowland,
business at Princeton Motor Sales
will continue as usual and dealer-
ship for Huick cars will be re-
tained
CHILDREN'S DAY
A special program will be pre-
sented Sunday. Msy 7, at t h e
Sunday School hour for cbildren
of . t he •Ceotral• Pteilbyterian





Special honor roll pupils for the
fifth six,-week term at Fredonia
High School total 18 with 28 oth-
er pupils listed on the regular
roll, according to Superintendent
Guy Nichols.
Pupils of the school's six grades
listed on the special roll of all
A's are:
Seniors: Marjorie Sigler, Mil-
ladean Barnes and Myrtle Horn-
ing.
*Seventh Grade: Gary Childress.
Seniors listed on the regular
roll are Barbara Williams, Wanda
Riley Sherrill, Wanda Nelson,
Doris Dearing, Edith Hogan,
Charles Dean Akridge and Jetta
•Murray.
Juniors are Doris George,
Charles Vinson and Pat Brad-
shaw.
Those on the regular sopho-
more roll are Richie Burton,
Barbara Cartwright, Leo Hill,
Juniors; Frank Faught.
Mary ' 
Barbato Austin, Jackie Van
Louise As- Annalene Hirper;Mateella Ho
kew, Leroy McNeely. Margaret man and Clinton Beavers.
Howton, Mary Louise Canada, Jo- Freshmen are Glora Mae Hess,
letta Beckner and Kathlene Vin-
son.
Frenshmen: Thelma M. Cana-
da, Glenda M. Childress, Donna
A. Quertermous, Wanda Phelps,
Lenora Rice, Shirley Jewel Hill
and Linz Brown.
Betty Sue Ennis, Jo Riley, Don-
ald Conway and Don Rogers. The
seventh grade list includes Sue
Blackburn, Donald Franck and
Phillip Phelps with Nancy Travis
and Patsy Dortch listed on the




Been III For Brief•
Time In Hospital
Funeral services for George W.
Martin, Sr., who died Friday,
April 21, at Princeton Hospital
after a brief illness, were con-
ducted Sunday afternoon at Og-
den Methodist Churchslay the Rev.
Joe Callender.
Born December 13, .1868, Mr.
Martin was the youngest of the
children born to the late Elias B.
and Mildred Cantrell Martin, of
the McGowan community, Cald-
well county. He married Lena
Ingram, who preceded him in
death 18 months ago. A son also
preceded him in death 37 years
ago.
Survivors are three sons, Ray B.
and George W., Jr., of the Otter
Pond community; J. Garland,
New York City; four daughters,
Rosalind and Frances Martin,
Springfield, Mass.; Mrs. Marjorie
Lowery, Washington, D. 0!, Mrs.
Anna Mae Basey, San Francisco,
Calif.; eight grandchildren, James
C., William B., Janice Ann and
Bobby Martin, of the Otter Pond
community; Barbara Jean and
James Russell Martin, New York
City; and Lena Mae and Doris
Lowery, Washington, D. C. Sever-
al nieces and nephews also sur-
vive.
Pallbearers were Ray B., J.
Garland and George W., Jr., sons;
William B. and James C. Martin,
grandsons, and Kelly Martin, a
nephew.
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cem-
etery.
Two Fredonia Men Are
Injured by Tractor
Two Fredonia men.suffered in-
jetties Saturday Morning when a
tractor on which they were work-
ing slipped out of gpar, running
over one man and throwing the
other to the ground, it is reported.
J. A. Wilson was said to have
A broken pelvis after the tractor
ran over his body and Bill King
suffered bruises and eitts. Neither
was reported to tie In a critical
conditiOn; however, ,Wilson is
Confined to .bed.
Beta Sigma Phi..
To Present Style Show
At J. C. Penney Store
Members of the Beta Sigma
Phi Sorority will present a style
show Friday at the local J, C.
Penney Store as a kickoff for
Penney's annual May Dress event,
it is announced. The show will be
under the' sponsorship of Mrs. Al-
vin Lisanbv who will act as com-
mentator.
Fifteen member§ of the local
sorority will model the "new cre-
ations which have been assembled
from the ,markets of the world
for this event," Joe Meliarg,
manager, stated. "Many of the
new fabrics will be shown here
for the first time," he added.
Preparations are being made to
accommodate several hundred
persons at the show where music
will be furnished and refresh-
ments will be served during in-
termission. Everybody is invited
to attend this free showing, it
was said.
Recent German Citizen
Speaks At Rotary Meet
"The Difference Between Life
In The United States And That Of
Germany," was the subject of an
address delivered at the regular
weekly meeting of the Rotary
Club Tuesday by Mrs. C. F.. El-
liott, a native of Munich, Ger-
many, who recently came to this
country.
Mrs. Elliott, who said she was
a bookkeeper in Germany until
she wee drafted by the German
Government to work in an air-
plane , factory during -World War
II, said that "there is so much
here and so little there." She told
of the shortage of food in Ger-
many during and since the war
and told how dozens of families
lived in one small house. She des-
cribed police methods use on
civilians by the Hitler govern-
ment and told about her home
being bombed.
Mrs. Elliott, now a resident of
Madisonville, was introduced to
the club by Howard Stone, pro-
gram chairman. His wife, Mrs.
Stone, was a guest.
Also at the meeting, Ben Lus-
by was awarded a two year per-
fect attendance pin. ,Frank Pool
was Introduced as Juelor Rotar-
ian fOr the month. Jimmy Wal-






Are Reviewed By Two
Of The Local Members
Members of t h e Butler High
School Chapter, Future Farmers of
America, held their annual fath-
er aud son banquet here Friday
,with accomplishments and activi-
es4ot thee chapter reviewed in
talks by Bernard Jones and Billy
Hart.
Ellis Johnston told members
and their guests of the activities
of the State convention with Billy
Mitchell outlining activities of
the national convention. Marshall
Ethridge furnished the music by
giving a piap.o solo.
Guest speltk was Gerald Dun-
away, president of State Associa-
tion of FFA. He spoke on coop-
eration. •
Other guests at the meeting in-
cluded Dorothy Russell, FFA
queen; M. P. Brown, Jr., County
Farm Bureau president; -Oliver
Alleock, soil conservationist- C. A.
Horn, school principal; C. T. Pol-
lard, school superintendent, and
R. A. Mabry, county agent.
Future farmers and their fath-
ers present at the banquet includ-
ed Herbert Scott and son, Her-
bert; Jim Neel and son, J. W.
Neel; Jess Blalock and son, Joe;
H. C. P'Pool and son, Jerry; Ra-
iney Johnston and son, Ellis; G. E.
Hawkins and son, Roy; Willis
Hodge and son Jim; C. B. Pierce
and son, Billy, and Hubert Pin-
negar and son, Don.
Earl Wood and son, Earl; Ber-
nard Jones and son, Bernard, Jr.;
Clatbile Wood and son, Artice;
Clint Boaz and son, Claudie;
Hearne Harrelson and son, George
Grayson; Hewlett and sons, Lu-
cion and Lawrence, and Sam
Traylor and son, Billy.
Lee Mashburn and son, Bernie;
John Hart and son, John, Jr.; J.
H. Di•ennon and son, Charles;
Robert Crocker and son, Marland;
George W. Pinnegar and son,
Roy; Lester White and son,
Wayne; Hershall Phelps and son,
Charles; Smith Holloway and
sort, Donald; Herman Lee Steph-
ens and son, Tommy; Dallas
Mitchell and son, Winford and E.
W. Martin and son, Billy.
Members present without their
fathers included Clyde Mayo,
Marshell Ethridge, Jr.. Marvin
Glass, D. Davenport, Ozell Halle,
Billy Hart, Jack Cook and BlIly
Mitchell.
Dinner was served to the group
by the F. H. A. girls.
Mary B. Martin To
Be Auditioned For Movie
Mary Burt, ten-year-old daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Guy E. Mar-
tin._Chicago, will be auditioned
for a part in a motion picture.
similar to "Our Gang Comedies'.
to be produced in Chicago, it
announced. The picture will be
filtned by Tele-Movie Pictures,
Inc., of Hollywood and Chicago.
Mts. Martin is the former Mildred
7gar, of Princeton. '
and Mrs. Gracean M. Ped-












The official opening of the 1950
golf season at the Princeton Golf
and Country Club 'will be held
at 1 p. m. Thursday, May 4, with
a golf exhibition followed by a
barbecue, it is'announced.
According to present plans, the
exhibition will be put on by Jack'
Ryan, golf professional at Big
Spring Country Club, Louisville,
and Harrell Kirkpatrick, of
Greenville, Paired against the
Princeton Club's own pro, Hart
Warren, and Sam (Potty) Kol-
tinsky, Jr., local champion for
the last several years.
Also on the opening date, a new
pro shop, which has been under
construction for the last several
weeks, will be opened so that
golfers can store their clubs, and
have them cleaned. Merchandise
for golfers will be on display at
the shop, it was said.
The exhibition, it was pointed
out, will be a close match for the
local players since both Ryan and
Kirkpatrick a r e "outstanding"
golfers.
Ryan recently finished an ex-
hibition match Akth Sam Snead
and Cary Middlecroft at Louis-
ville and has won the State open
championship on several occa-
sions. He also has been State Pro-
fessional Golf Association cham-
pion several times.
Kirkpatrick played last season
in the Tennessee Valley Golf
tournament here where he was
nosed out by Dew; Willock, a
dark horse. He lost by only a
one-up. He is said-to be consider-
ed one of the most outstanding
amateur golfers in Kentucky.
Gregory Is Recognized
For Corimilnity Service
A sterling silver pitcher was
presented fo Richard Gregory
by members of the Kiwanis Club
at the organization's regular
weekly meeting Tuesday at the
Princeton Hotel. The presenta-
tion was made by Dr. Frank T.
Linton.
Dr. Linton presented the pitcher
F
to Gregory, wile) was recently
promoted to division manager for
the Kentucky Utilities Company
and transferred to Paducah after
serving 21 years as district man-
ager here for K. U., in recogni-
tion of his years of outatanding
service to the club and to this
community.
The doctor pointed out that
I during the last 21 years, Gregory, has actively participated in ev-
ery community project undertak-
en and that he has served as pres-
ident of the Kiwanis Club and
was also lieutenant governor for
the Kiwanis Kentucky-Tennessee
diNI-nision. 
response, Mr. Gregory said
that "no matter where I go or
what I do in the future, I will
never have an opportunity to
spend 21 years as happily as I
have here and I will never be able
to forget my friends and assoc-
iates here".
Mrs: Hodge Alvis, Guntersville,
Ala., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Lu-
cian Greer, West Main street.
Show Of Fashion
Mrs. Fred McConnell will ap-
pear in a style show here Friday
modeling a horizontal stripe
woven chambray with circular
peplum. She is one of several
who will participate in the show
being sponsored by the Beta
Sigma Phi Sorority. The event




To Begin Next Week
Members of the Princeton
Retail Merchants Association
will observe Thursday after-
noon closing, beginning
Thursday, May 4, and contin-
uing through June, July,
August and September, to
give employees a half-holiday
each week, it is announced by
Billy Newsom, president. One
drug store will remain open
each Thursday during this







John David Alexander, Jr., sew-
ior at Butler High School and
son of Mt. and Mrs. J. D. Alex-
ander of. W. Main street, is a re--
cipient of one of the 10 general
scholarships offered. at South-
weatern at Memphis, it is an-
nounced.
The scholarship, it was said, has
a potential value of 81,500; how-
ever, Alexander's award is for
$375 a year and is renewable
provided he maintains a "B" aver-
age in his studies.
In high school, Mr. Alexander
has been outstanding in extra-
curricular activities in addition
to scholastic fields. Among his
various activities, he has been
editor of his school annual, assis-
tant editor of his school news-
paper, moderator for the Prince-
ton Presbytery Westminster Fel-
lowship and a representative of
his high school at Boy's State.
He has an all "A" record.
Mr.- and Mrs. George DeVoe
and little daughter, Michele, Los
Angeles, Calif., are visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Sharp,
West Main street.
R1704111),GAT: Josephine, a pet cat at a corrugated box plant at
Canton, Ohio, went *even days without food or %fitter when she
en's shipped by mistake to a Detroit automobile factory in a load
of boxes. She peeks from the. box. aftet She was returned to
Canton by air express. Another Ohio eat survived the high tem-






Will Be Held May 31
At The Courthouse
Twenty-two of Caldwell coun-
ty's 23 graded schoolis in the
county closed Friday, April 21,
completing their. eight months'
terms, it is reported by Clifton
Clift, county school superintend-
ent. Mt. Hebron will continue two
more weeks and Fredonia will
continue for three more weeks,
he added.
School closed and their tea:-
era are Cobb, Mrs. Martyrie Park-.
er, Pearl, I. Hartigan, Mrs. Thel-
ma Paxton and Mrs. Robbie Oli-
ver; Friendship, A. E. Cravens,
Mrs. Lena Taylor, and Mrs. Wood
Holloway; Crider, Mrs. Maggie
VanHooser, Mrs. Edith Mason;
Lewistown, Woodrow Blackburn,
Mrs. Cecile ligler; Hall, Dorothy
Lee Asher; White, Juanita B.
Morse; Farmersville, Mrs. J. W.
McChesney; Flatrock, Robert L.
Brown; Blue Springs, Mrs„ Dora
Cherry; Belle Buckle, Thelma E.
Brandon; Cave Creek, Mrs. Edna
C. Roberts; Liberty, Mrs. Eva L.
Creasey; Bethany, Mrs. Virginia
C. Strong; Briarfield, Mrs. Mina
K. Thomasson; Quinn, Mrs. Nellie
Crenshaw; Enon, Vera Drennan;
Nabb, Mrs. Gena Cravens Hall;
Sugar Creek, Mrs. Margaret E.
Smith; Piney Grove, Mrc. Viola
B. Parker; Hart, Mrs. Maxine Eli
Newsom; Good Spring, Mrs. Ilena
W. Guess; and Eureka, Mrs. Eva
Brown.
Miss Doris Harper is teacher
for Mt. Hebron school. Fredonia
teachers are Guy G. Nichols,
Principal; Herman Brenda, Dale
Faughn, Neil P. Hunley, Jack
Byrd, William L. Nichols, Mrs.
Esther W. Nichols, Mrs. Rebecca
M. Rice, Cleo Frances Hart, Mrs.
Richard G. Bell, Mrs. Mary E.
Barnes, Mrs. Myrtle B. Brandon,
Mrs. Kathleen Perkins and Mrs.
Kitty Quertermous.
Eighth grade graduation exer
cises will be held in the court-






Ten Y-Teen members from But-
ler High School, attended a dis-
trict Y-Teen conference at Day-
iess County High School in Ow-
ensboro Saturday, accompanied by
Mrs. Jim Walker and Miss Mary
Elizabeth Mills.
Miss Svah Richie, president of
the district organization presided.
The theme of the meeting was
"At The Crossroads", which was
also the topic given in a panel dis-
cussion, led by Miss Eleanor
Hughes, state executive director
of Y-Teen Clubs.
During, the business session,
Miss Norma Sue Cartevtight was
elected vice-president of the dis-
trict organization.
Other speakers were Carl Mc-
Gee and Miss Mary Elizabeth
Mills.
' Attending from here were Sar-
ah Richie, Rosie Beck'', Norma Sue
Cartwright, Betty Sue Goodwin,
Carolyn Croft, Marjorie Hamby,
Rebecca Humphries, Patsy Quis-
enberry, Dorla and Jane Stallings,




Homemakers of Caldwell coun-
ty will observe National Home
Demonstration Week with five
exhibits in Fredonia and Prince-
ton from April 30 through May
6, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, publicity
chairman, announces.
The organization's major pro-
ject, which included refinishing
picture frames and thmaking of
lampshades, will be emphasized
'n the displays, she said.
Club exhibits will be displayed
at the following places: Flatrock
and Fredonia, Walker Furniture
at Fredonia; Cobb, Otter Pond
and Sandlick Road, Purdy's De-
partment Store; Cedar Bluff,
Quinn, Crider, Lakewoqd and
Farmersville, Kentucky Utilities
Co., and Dawson Road, Friendship
and Hopkinsville Road, L. H. -
Lowry Dry Goods Store.
Members of a committee who
planned the exhibit were Mrs.
Hugh Yitsti, County ptesident;
Mrs. A. D. Mcilroy, home' farm
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When the Wolf Creek dam is 
completed and the reservoir 
filled,
Kentucky will have four of as 
fine lakes as may be found in
 any
state in the Union. They are 
Kentucky, Herrington, Dale Hollo
w
and Wolf Creek.
These lakes could be—should 
be—powerful drawing cards for
fishermen, tourists and picnickers
. They will, of course, d
raw a
number of visitors, but the 
number could be ten times as 
great if
adequate hotel and -camping facilit
ies were available, if a sound a
nd
effective method of re-stocking the
m with fish were adopted,, and 
if
they, along wth the state's other 
tourist attractions, were properly
Publicized.
Kentucky Lake is a beautiful body 
of water, easily accessible
to a great many people and it is 
certainly large enough to provide
excellent fishing, boating and other 
water sports in addition to
camping, hunting and sightseeing. N
ew, modern cabins will be
open this season to accommodate 
tourists; however, they will not
begin to meet the demands of the 
thousands of persons who would
like to vacation at lake. Alre
ady, according to unofficial reports,
the cabins have been reserved for 
the summer.
If construction of a hotel or two and
 other cabins could be
started now, perhaps this same situat
ion would not re-occur next
summer. Then, we would not have to 
refuse accommodations to
persons who desire to visit our section of 
the country and our state.
Also we could stop turning down dollars 
which visitors have to spend.
Herrington Lake is a beautiful body of wat
er, also easily accessible
to a great many people. But the fishing 
there has steadily declined,
we are told, throughout the years and is n
ot nearly so good now as
formerly.
The same pattern is begisning to show up 
in Dale Hollow.
During the first few years aft eY the lake wa
s formed the fishing
was excellent and big.catehes were the rule 
rather than the excep-
tion. While still rated as good, it is going bac
kward in the matter of
fishing rather than forward.
Wolf Creek reservoir will undoubtedly provide exc
ellent fishing
for the first four or five years. Kentucky Lake fi
shing still is good,
but something should be done to preserve the spo
rt and put it on a
permanent basis.
Postal Service Cuts
Cuts that are being made in the postal service are a p
art of the
general reduction in expenses that is clearly unde
r way on the part
of the federal government. Since the postal ser
vice has been the
chief feature of the government in its dealings with t
he people over
many years and since its benefits are so far-reaching
 and extensive
it is to be hoped that serious reductions from which th
e public will
suffer will not be forced. Every economy that can be ma
de without
impairing efficiency 'should, of course, be undertaken. S
ince Post-
master General Jesse M. Donaldson is a career man he wil
l no doubt
be very careful to prevent such cuts as will be harmful 
to the
morale and efficiency of the postoff ice department.
All favor economy until it begins to hurt. The first moves h
it
the Navy Department in the defense reorganization and the
re was
widespread reactioo. During all the talk about increases in pos
tal
rates in Washington it has been felt that the attempt to picture 
the
Postoffice Department as a business that should be run at a pr
ofit
was not in keeping with the original intention for which the postal
mail service was created. If the postoffice department is a busin
ess,
then tite government ought not to be running it.
Coupled with the move to reduce the personnel of the Post-
office Department is the effort to raise mail rates through a measure
that has already passed the House of Representatives. Appropr
ia-
tions for the postal service also were cut in the Appropriations Bill
that is now pending before the House of Representatives.
Postmaster General Donaldson has simply taken time by the
forelock and shown the country in advance what will be necessary
in order to meet the reductions that have been proposed in the rec-
ommendations regarding Mail rates and appropriations.
• —(The Lexington Herald.)
Hope Overcoming Fear
A year ago art Oklahoma widow was told by her doctors that,
clue to a Certain heart ailment, she had but one more year of life.
She sobbingly told her story to local newspapers and asked for ad-
vice on how to spend her $10,000 savings. The published account led
to thousands of letters, of financial appeals, of encouragement. Her
name has been kept secret but she is called Mrs. Heart, by the press.
Mrs. Heart is alive, a year later, hopeful because she feels her health
is better. Letters from doctors and heart patients, have mentioned
where people have lived long after the time that was given them to
live. This as been encouraging. Religious help has given Mrs. Heart
deep contentment. She says, "It's a wonderful thing—a precious
thing—that has happened to me. Each day I think this may be the
last day I have, but it no tenger frightens me. I want to get the most
from each day . To liveit to the fullest .. . To help people."
The $10,000 savings is almost all used, going to others, additional
medical advice, traveling. None of it to those who wrote asking
for it, but spent on personal contacts, needy cases not seeking aid.
This service has made the past year a satisfying one to Mrs. Heart.
There are other such cases as hers, perhaps not as widely published,
but people equally courageous, hopeful and helpful. It behooves
all of us to reflect upon the wisdom greater than a doctor's, the
trust in a higher Power, the improving of our lives. We might count
each day upon this earth as an added blessing, keep our faith and
trust in a Divine wisdom. We might ail-be Mr. and Mrs. Heart, in
our hearts. —(Providence Journal-Enterprise.)
Kentucky On The March
Building A Play Center
By Ewing Galloway
This is the second chapter in the story of how Mt. Sterling and
Montgomery county got a modern seven-acre recreation center and
amusement park.
James S. Gatewood, one of a small group of determined Mt.
Sterlingites, started from scratch, with much indifference and plenty
of opezfopposition. They had nothing but an idea at the beginning—
about three years ago, when this column began publishing the reve-
lations, hopes and /Ambitions of the Committee for Kentucky and the
awakening of conimunities that had stood still civically for many
years. The following paragraphs are from a letter Mr. Gatewood
wrote to me on request. There will be a third installment in the
near future.
"We have no taxes (except federal admission taxes) to pay, no
rent, no interest, and our insurance will be nominal, if any. Our
layout cost $62,000.00 and we have actually raised $51,000.00. We'll
open within 80 days a park where no children will smoke, no children
will drink, not one word of profane language will be tolerated, no
trash will be strewn on the grounds, no dirtiness of mind or-body
will be welcome and everybody will be welcome. We will open with
a grand carnival which we hope will net enough to run the pool for
the summer. All income, therefore, could be net prpfit.
"We hat,* had and still do have criticism and all kinds of wet
blankets. We have plenty of doubting Thomases, but their arguments
will be drowned with, that first splash of that first youngster who
plunges in the pool. The people as a whole have backed this thing,
to a successful finish and we do give them plenty of credit.
"No financial organization would lend us one cent. This last
$11,000 ls.being borrowed from 110 individuals $100 at a time and
these certificates v's111 be retired from the proceeds of the carnival,
nPeratierLof the pool and the profits from the Concessions. To bor-
row 100 from one man will take about.* half hour of persuasion
and explanation (if you get it) and plenty of time -you don't.
-"I wouldn't go through this thing again for $5,000, but I don't
guess I'd take that (Or my imperious°. Our board meetings average
at least four hours each. Last one lasted five hours and we covered
about half our business,. But if you don't work for something, it Is
not nearly so worth while." •
(Syndicated By The Union County Advocate)
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• Unsolicited poetry is seldom
printed in this newspaper; how-
ever, one *-ame to us Monday
from a subscriber and we thought
it worth passing on. The author,
Miss Evelyn Jean Nabb of Detroit,
Mich., wrote the poem, we are
told, in memory of her lather,
One E. Nabb who died last Aug-
ust and was burled at Cedar Hill
Cemetery. The poem is as fol-
lows;
•
• .- DICK OBERLIN
WHAS
S pçyo_
Whereupon we obsei ve on sun-
dry subjects.
Bonuses for war veterans. I am
in receipt of a bit of campaign
literature from an Indiana attor-
ney who is running for the Re-
publican nomination for the State
Senate from his district.
One particular portion of it is
directed to war veterans, in which
the attorney states: "It now de-
velops that there are several in-
equinities, uncertainties and hard
ships of the bonus law which
should be remedied." (He, of
course, is referring to the Indiana
bonus-law.)
He explains: "So far, from the
operation of this law, about $5,-
000,000 has been collected and
no payments can be made to any
soldier for at least five years, and
perhaps seven or eight as some
have figured. But many veterans
have told me that they and mem-
bers of their family will pay in
more than they will ever receive
as a bonus."
Now, this is precisely the pit-
fall of the Kentucky veterans
bonus which t discussed a good
many times during the recent
session of our own state legis-
lature. Veterans legislation isn't
something which should be slap-
ped together expeditiously dur-
ing the heat and distraction of a
general session; it's something
which should be well-planned
and carefully figured.
There is little merit in any
',onus which w'll cost so much to
administer that for every dollar
paid out, $1.10 or $1.25 or more
must be paid in taxes.
Middlesboro, Kentucky. Anoth-
er letter comes from Middles-
boro's City Attorney, Arthur
Rhorer, who takes issue with
some comments regarding the re-
cent happenings in Bell county,
the grand jury indictments, etc.
It is my belief that the city of-
ficials, including Mr. Rhorer, who
approved a resolution denouncing
the jury's indictment of the Mid-
dlesboro police, farce should have
thought of the bad name gam-
bling gives a town when they
were tolerating gambling, and not
wait until official action is taken
by an investivative body before
they shout, "foul".
Mr. Rhorer wrote me: "The
present city administration of
Middlesboro is for law and order
and law enforcement, but it does
not believe the city of Middles-
boro deserves the notoriety it has
gained of exploiting the illegal
findings of a prejudiced and
hand-picked jury."
Until there is evidence to the
contrary, we'll have to take City
Attorney Rhorer's word for it
that the present city administra-
tion is doing its best to clean up
conditions.
But It doesn't detract one whit
from the previous observation
that citizens of Middlesboro
should have thought about long.
long ago—about the bad publicity
that open, flagrant toldtance of
slot-machines, for instance, would
inevitably, some day, bring to
their town.
On television. This new and lus-
ty infant has our nation pretty
much on its sheds. Television
stock,s boom on the New York
stock exchange. The movie mo-
guls now are scratching frantical-
ly, trying to find an angle that
will get them into television on a
profitable basis. The economists
say TV will have an important
impact on our nation's economy,
and you can already see some
evidence—in the sale of furniture,
for example. And it's preciieted
that more autos will be sold this
year than any previous year in
U. S. history. I guess, like the...
horse, it's here to stay. Fun, too!
The Kentuckian, Home Show.
This is fun, also, believe me. And,
you should see it before the week
is over. You'll have until Satur-
day night to see the annual home
show at the Jefferson County
Armory. AncL this year, it's quite
a display.
Lots of new refrigerators,
stoves, heating and air-condition
ing equipment. One of those few
Tucker automobiles ever built is
there. A new rotor_antenna for
your television set, charigei di-
rection up on top of your house
through the pressing of. buttcm.
And, a show-stopper—the exhib-
its made by the School for the
BllnL
The grass is turning very green
Plants, shrubs can now be seen
It's time to clean the garden, Dad
Our memories make us very sad
Last spring you worked so very
hard,
Planting, cleaning your be
autiful
yard.
You had a way of planting your
flowers,
Spading, sowing seed which took
hours.
This spring will find us carrying
on,
Raking, cleaning your beautiful
lawn.
So you can see why we're so sad,




around and do a lot of traveling
throughout the year. Mrs. Jose-
phine Mitchell, formerly of
Princeton, who now manages
Avalon Inn near Harrodsburg,
says she has lots of Princeton
people stop to see her. If we may
say so, and no offense intended,
perhaps most residents stop for
the food rather than to visit. The
Inn, and no plug was requested,
really does a dinner up "southern
style."
. • •
A columnist reports in The
Louisville Times that he is be-
ginning to have hopes that his
eldest daughter may turn out to
be fairly smart after all for she
is right on the brink of discover-
ing that cod liver oil is foul tast-
ing stuff. Now, that makes me
feel bad for our son; Chip, 17
months, still runs up to me and
opens his mouth when I take the
"foul" smelling stuff from the re-
frigerator. I have always heard
there is no accounting for chil-
dren's taste and if Chip likes cod
liver oil I can't see where that is
a reflection on his intelligence.
Arid to prove the point, his dad
never did like it.
Local racing 'enthusiasts, who
want to know more about Bill
Corum, the new impresario of
the racing classic, can find all the
facts in black and white in the
May 6 issue of Collier's, t orum,
you will recall, also was the sports
writer who named the Kentucky






This is the vacuum that will clean the
rugs, the draperies and the furniture
on the house that Jack built
Washington America Gets Richer 
Literary
Guidepos
But Not Fast .EnoughLetter
Jane Eads
—Washin
House "mystery" tunnerisn't For
years the legend has persisted
there was an underground escape
tunnel from the White House to
the banks of the Potomac. It was
supposedly built at Dolly Madi-
son's request as the result of her
experiences fleeing the capital
during the War of 1812.
Civil War legends had a band
of conspiraiois planning to use it
in a plot teiridnap President Lin-
coln and escape to the river. Ren-
ovation of the White House, in
progress since last November, has
failed to turn up a trace of any
such subterranean passageway.
Lorenzo S. Winslow, White House
architect, told the National Geo-
graphic Society he believes ori-
gin of the myth "probably is a
prosaic brick sewer in existence
since the early days' of the resi-
dence." A durably built conduit,
about four: feet in diameter, it is
still being used for its original
purpose.
President Madison left Dolly
alone at the White House Aug. 22,
1814, when he had to go on an
overnight out-of-town junke t.
However he warned her to flee
with the cabinet papers if the
British should arrive. Arrive they
did, and Dolly took all she could
carry with her, including the fa-
mous Stuart 'painting of George
Washington, in one carriage.
National Geographic suggests
that "conspirators looking for un-
derground passages in Washing-
ton today will have to be content
with modern, well-ventilated cor-
ridors running underground be-
tween government buildings . . .
the swampy land on which much
of the city is built does not en-
courage subterranean tunnel con-
struction."
However, on other parts of the
world, numerous buried galleries
do exist, especially where lime-
stone, chalk or sandstone abound.'
Rome has its catacombs, built by
the Christians for use as a meet-
ing place, later as burial grounds.
The English city of Nottingham,
built on a rock, is said to be lac-
ed with underground passages.
Tunnels under Moscow were dis-
covered during the building of a
subway recently. They were be-
lieved to have been built by Ivan
the Terrible about 1516.
In 1882 the French and English
began construction of a tunnel
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....March of this year—
a gain of
Washington — America is get
- OK
tins richer and richer. But 
still
isn't getting rich fast enou
gh. If
it doesn't get rich faster, 
serious
trouble lies ahead some
where.
That's the substance of the c
on-
clusions experts draw from the
latest monthly report to Congress
by the President's Council of 
Eco-
nomic Advisers. Nearly all Wili-
ness indicei have been ris
ing
in recent months, and busin
ess
prospects look good. So said the
President, and so say his econo-
mists. •
Yet the nation is affected with
creeping unemployment. If un-
employment keeps on rising in-
definitely, any economist will
agree that a day of reckoning
must come. About the only heal-
thy way to avoid unemployment
is to provide more and more Jobs.
And that's what industry is doing.
But it isn't providing new jobs
fast enough.
Leon Keyserling, acting chair-
man of the Council, told a re-
porter: "We are not getting the
expansion in industry and invest-
ment that we need to absorb the
steady increase in the labor force.
That is a serious problem."
The total number of employed
persons has been rising for the
past three months. But the month-
ly average is still lower than the
monthly average for either 1947,
1948 or 1949. In March civilian
employment stood at 57,551,000—
slightly under the total for March
of 1949, which was 57,647,000.
But the labor force keeps grow-
ing—the body of persons working
or seeking work. It totaled 62,-
305,000 in March, 1949. It was 63,-
021,000 in March of this year — a
gain of 716,000 persons. Unem-
ployment increased from 3,167,-
000- in March, 1049, to 4,123,000 in
under the English Channel. They
•
actually finished about two-and-
one-half miles of it, beginning at
both ends. The cost and Britain's
fear of invasion by the French re-
sulted in calling off the project.
The possibility of such a tunnel
came up again in World War I,
and there is still talk of complet-
ing the venture. Engineers figure
construction in the bed of chalk
underlying the channel would
amount today to less than one-
third what it cost to build the
Panama Canal.
00 ' rTOSe ftraverwessY-figyts.
ernment economists. They, the
President and Congress are com-
matted to the principl
e that
America's economic hope 
lies in
full employment.. That 
means
creating new jobs fast enough
 to
give work to the eve
r-growing
mass of persons who need It.
, In order to do this, 
according
to the ecohoMists, the nation's 
in-
ductrial production must increase
at the average rate of 21/2 to 3 
per
cent each year. Two per cent in
induStry because of increased pro-
ductivity—the ability of industry
to turn out more goods per wo
rk-
er as a result of new machi
nes
and techniques. That means fe
wer
workers are needed to do a given
job.
The other one-half to one per
cent of the needed increase in
industrial production would be to
provide jobs for the new workers
who join the labor force each year
as the population grows. But in
the 'past year industrial produc-
tion did not increase. The index
of production 'stood at 184 in
March, 19.49. It was still 184 in
March, 1950. It has been rising
ever, since the 'post-war low of
161 last July but still is not so
high as in 1947 and 1948.
Expenditures for new plant and
equipment are on their way down,
according tp the Council. They
amounted to 818,120,000,000 in
1949. The Council estimates that
they will be only $16,090,000,000
this year. The annual rate dropped
more than $2,000,000,000 between
the fourth quarter of 1949 and
the first quarter of this year. In
the second half of this year the
rate will be only $15,440,000,000;
says the Council.
What can be done to expand
production and bring about this
ever-expanding . economy? One
measure, aocording to. a highly
placed econoomist, might be to
increase somehow the volume of
small business. For big business is
getting bigger all the time and
small business proportionately
smaller. Another answer might
be, he said, to reduce prices
(chiefly by reducing the percent-
age of profits) in order to create
greater consumer demand and
stimulate greater production.
•
Turkey growing is a leading
agricultural pursuit in Utah.
This is the refrigerator that will
preserve the foods in the
house that Jack built.
This is the automatic laundry
that will wash and dry the clothes
in the house that Jack built
• IELTZAHEN°FB116y UidOWIrik-Fivf.eaA(l.3:1.1p..111;nnIT::):
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This is the range that
will cook the food in,'
house that Jack bui
lt
We could go on like this for hours and hours. But you see what we mean. Justabout every labor saving device in anyone's home is run by electricity. Whether
there's ironing to do, or dishes to wash. electricity does the work for you.
But the really wonderful thing about this service is its cost. No other service
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Thirteen members an-
11 call with "My favor-
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The next meeting will be held
at 1:30 p. m. May 12 at the home
of Mrs. G. U. Griffin.
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fly R. A Mabry
This is a reminder to tobacco '
r growers to apply a mixture of
three pounds of bluestone and
I four pounds of lime in 50 gallons
of water at the rate of one quart
of the mixture to each square
yard of. plant bed for both burley
and dark tobacco. This will help
to control wildfire in the bed and
in the field.
• • •
Bluemold has been in the coun-
ty the past two or three years and
will very likely attack a good
many beds again this year. Hav-
ing Fermate to treat beds for
bluemold will be good insurance
against losing a bed from this dis-
ease.
If Fermate is not applied as a
preventive the beds should be in-
spected daily in order to catch
U. IL TROOPS PRACTICE RIOT CONTROL: Berliners in the U. S. zone get a Om of American 
bluemold in its early stages as it
Constabulary troops on the move as a special riot control exercise is carried out. The unit turns into 
will usually take the bed in two
Tom Strasse from Potsdamer Strasse enroute to Grunewald forest, giving the civilians an idea of 
or three days.
• 
steps that will be taken to prevent a scheduled Corniniunist youth march into the western zone late 
• •
next month High government sources said the Alli&i authorities are prepared to use maChine Sove of the artificially sired
g.,_. ..4Aiiiiii iiiit fiumaiiiaiiiirdmigiaffil iv. .::, k__L_
seeping leaders, stated houses Wylie Brown gave the major les-
son on "Fabric Coverings for
Quinn
Quinn Homemakers had their
regular meeting at Mrs. Roosey
Roberts, April 10th.
The meeting was called to or-
der by the president, Mrs. Will
Sigler, with the devotional being
read by Mrs. Roosey Roberts and
the thought for the month being
read by Mrs. Joel Boitnott.
Ten members answered roll call
with their favorite radio program
or favorite fwee
A discussion was held on the
long time program planning, with
each. member giving much
thought to the major and minor
lessons which she would like for
another year. Mrs. Roy Massey
and Mrs. Garner Eskew, land-















... is the word for home
furnishings that combine
comfort, utility, beauty
HALF THE CHARM of truly attrac-
tive homes is furniture that is liv-
able. That means pieces desigoed for
comfort and utility as well as beau-
ty. It's the floor lamp and easy.
the gleaming kitchen, so Wallet's and
chair in exactly, the right spot: It's
practical as well as in good taste. It's
beautiful floor coverings selected for
utility and long wear. Shop here for
home furnishings that are livable as
well as beautiful.
SMITH'S FURNITURE
Feather Your Nest With a Little Down
should be planned to express your
taste and personality, for the en-
joyment of others, to uplift your
community, to enjoy your sur-
roundings, and to create the best
economic advantage.
Members present were Mrs.
Garner Eskew, Mrs. Marlin Sig-
ler, Mrs. Will Sigler, Mrs. Roy
Traylor, Mra. E. P. Traylor, Miss
Alta Towery, Mrs. Medley Horn-
ing, Mrs. Roy Massey, Mrs. Joel
Boitnott, and Mrs. Roosey
Roberts.
Visitors were Mrs. Willie Fel-
ker, Harold Felker, Pam and Jean
Sigler and Miss Vandiver. Ar-
rangements were made to have a
work day for lamp shade covers,
on April 19 at 1:30 p. m., with
Mrs. Medley Horning.
The next meeting will be held
at 1:30 p. m., May 8 at the home
of Mrs. Clyde Coleman
Fredonia Valley
A lesson on landscaping was
presented by Mrs. Charles Wil-
son and Mrs. Mary Prowell at
the regular meeting of the Fre-
donia Valley Homemakers Club
Tuesday, April 11, at the home
of Mrs. Arlie Vinson.
"Fine lawns do not just hap-
pen," Mrs. Wilson said. "The
most important thing in all lind-
scape work is design. The plfin of
this design should be studied be-
fore attempting to carry it out. A
good lawn is beautiful in itself
all planted, with the exception
that one or two shade trees should
surround the edges of the lawn,
only," she added.
Mrs. Walton Woodall gave the
devotional, and Mrs. J. J. Rogers
gave the thought for the month.
Miss Wilma Vandiver, home
demonstration agent, outlined les-
sons available for next year's
work.
Mrs. Floyd Jones, president,
gave some pointers on getting rid
of rats and improving mail boxes.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses, Mrs. Arlie Vinson
and Mrs. Byrd Guess, to Mes-
dames Floyd Jones, Rubel Ak-
ridge, Cecil Brasher, Opal Rice,
J. J. Rogers, Charles Wilson,
Charles Baker, W. M. Young,
Neil Hunley, Herman Brenda, W.
W. Gillihan, Veldon Yandell,
Mary Prowell arid Miss Dora
Young, members. Visitors were
Mrs. Adrian Faught, Mrs. Allan
Riley and Miss Wilma Vandiver.
Lamp Shades." There were 13
shades brought to the meeting for
new covers. Mrs. F. A. Lewis led
the recreation and pot-luck
lunch was served.
Present were Mesdames J. A.
Hemingway, Pepper Jones, Buddy
Brown, Jimmie Jones, Travis
Sisk, Charles Lester, Vernon
Burchett, Wylie Brown, F. A.
Lewis and the hostess.
Visitors were Mrs. Homer Rus-
sell, Becky Kilgore, Mrs. J. T.
Kilgore, Mrs. George Drennan,
Mrs. Ross Hudson and Miss Wil-
ma Vandiver.
Eddy Creek
Eddy Creek Homemakers met
April 21 at the home of Mrs.
Jimmie Jones. Eleven members
answered roll call by naming a
tree they could identify.
Plans were discussed for the
program for the coming year.
Mrs. D. W. Satterfield and Mrs.
Jimmie Jones were appointed to
help with three other clubs in
decorating a window at the K. U.
office for Home Demonstration
week to be observed April 30-
May 6. They will use picture
frames and lampshades which
have been reworked.
Mrs. Travis Sisk and Mrs. Wylie
Rrown gave the major lesson on
landscaping. Mrs. Wylie Brown
led the recreation
Present were Mesdames Frank
Burchett, Buddy Brown, Travis
Sisk, Charles Lester, Herschel
Drennan, J. A. Hemingway, Pep-
per Jones, D. W. Satterfield, Ver-
non Burchett, Wylie Brown and
the hostess.
Visitors were Mrs. J. L. Hollo-
well, Miss Wilma Vandiver, Char-
lotte and Kay Jones and Mr.
Ralph Burchett.
Otter Pond
"Your home should fit into the
world of nature that surrounds
it", explained Mrs. Willis Craw-
ford and Mrs. George Martin, Jr.,
as they directed a study on land-
scaping to 26 members and visi-
tors of the Otter Pond Club
April 19.
Mrs. H. C. McConnell and Miss
Dorothy Ferguson were co-host-
esses to club members at the
community house.
Mrs. Bob Powley and Mrs. Bob
Crocker were introduced as new
Eddy Creek members by Mrs. Homer Mitchell,
Eddy Creek Homemakers Club membership 
chairman. Mrs. Rich-
met March 23 with Mrs. Hershell 
ard Hodges was a visitor.
Selecting the major project forDrennan for an all-day meeting.
Eleven members answered roll the 
ensuing year was the high-
call, light of the business 
session led
Mrs. by Mrs. L. B. Sims, 
president.
The recreation period was de-
voted to games and songs.
Present were Mesdames H. C.
McConnell, W. P. Crawford, Mos-
coe Mitchell, Lee Mashburn,
Thomas White, Raymond Strombe,
Bob Crocker, Bernice Jones, Jim-
mie Mitchell, Clint Hopper, Ram-
ey Johnston, L. B. Sims, Sr.,
George Martin, Jr., Willis K.
Crawford, Ray Martin, Guy
Shoulders. Richard Hodges, Bob
Powley, Lucille P'Pool, Garnett
Trotter; Misses Robbie Sims,
Irene Mashburn, Dorothy Fergu-
son and Wilma Vandiver; Gary




Announcement is hereby made of the ap-
• ointment of the well known and popular Hugh




Hugh's 20 years of experience in the automobile business
Princeton qualifies him to help you with any transportation prob-




Da ws on Road Homemakers
Club met Thursday, April 20, at
Money can't bay ev-
erything, but a little
of it can buy a great
deal of financial pro-






heifer calves will be exhibited by
members of the artificial breed-
ing association in Princeton Sat-
urday afternoon, May 6, on the
east side of the courthouse.
• • •
Housewives, who are having
trouble with silverfish, clothes
moths, and carpet beetles, should
spray attic, storage spaces, and
other places where silverfish are
found with five per cent DDT
spray.
In treating for clothes moths
and carpet beetles, apply a spray
solution (oil or emulsion), con-
taining five per cent DDT, to
the walls and floors of clothes
closets, to baseboards, to floors
beneath rugs and carpets, and to
1:30 p. m., at the home of Mrs.
Walter Rogers, 414 N. Jefferson
Street.
The meeting was opened with
scripture reading and thought for
the month was given by Mrs.
Fred Nichols, Jr. The business
session was led by the president,
Mrs. K. T. Vick. Each member
answered the roll call by telling
her favorite radio program
Mrs. Roy Ward gave the minor
lesson on outdoor living with Mrs.
Ward and Mrs. Frank Sisk giving
the major lesson on landscaping.
Members present were Mes-
dames Bill Palmer, Fred Nichols,
Jr., Hylo Mohon, Marvin Stalling,
R. G. McClelland, Jack Nichols,
Dennis Marvel, Charlie Tandy, K.
T. Vick, Verdie Creelcmur, Glov-
er Lewis, Frank Sisk, Roy Ward
and the hostess. Visitors were
Mrs. T. A. Drennan and Miss Wil-
ma Vandiver.
The next meeting will be May
18 at 2 p. m., at the home of Mrs.
U. B. Rogers, 301 Eagle street.
taillmI 0+.
CONGRESS AIDS PARENTS: Mr. and Mrs. Peter Leth-Nssien
of San Mateo, Calif., look at a reproduction of a photo of Johnny
Neilsen, three-year-old Danish orphan who they plan to adopt to
replace their son who died last summer in Denmark. Peter, Jr.,
died following an attack by a rabid dog. Congress passed a bill
which will enable the Leth-Nissens to bring the orphan to this
country. (AP Wirephoto)
Marion Man Dies After
Being §truck By Car
Marion — (AP) Robert Lee
Brantley, 26, Marion, died in a
hospital here Sunday of injuries
suffered Saturday night when he
was struck by a car.
Authorities said Brantley was
standing outside hi s car In a
driveway here when a car driven
by Roy Myres, Marion, left the
highway and struck him.
Brantley's foot was amputated
in the mishap. The other foot was
removed by physicians. Brantley
died 4 hours later.
The Crittenden county sheriff's
office said Myres has been charg-
ed with voluntary manslaughter.
An examining trial was to be held
Tuesday. Myres said he lost con-
trol of his car.
Brantley's father was killed 16
years ago when a train hit his car.
any cracks or crevices where lint
may collect. Make two thorough
applications each year, one in
June or July directed against the
adults of these pests.
Unless washed or dry-cleaned
afterwards, wollen fabrics such
as clothing, blankets and rugs,
thoroughly sprayed with a two
per cent soultion of DDT in re-
fined kerosene, will be protected
from attacks of clothes moths and
carpet beetles for a period of sev-
eral months. DDT sprays are not
recommended for rayons.
Nearly 32,000,000 persons visit-








West Seventh at Cleveland Ave.
HOPKINSVILLE
Heart Attack Blamed
In Death Of Motorist
Cadiz — (AP) — State police
said a heart attack apparently
caused the death today of Walter
L. Williams, who was found
slumped over the wheel of his
car near here Monday. Police
said a passing motorist told them
he saw the car Williams was driv-
ing swerve out of control and go
off the highway. Williams was
dead when police arrived. Wil-




Corners Aid The Blind
Salt Lake City -- (AP) — A
building with * rounded earners
and almost no Steps has 1•en
erected for Utah's blind. It is. a
$340,000 Adult Blind center and
workshop.- It was built Inf. the
state. There is only ant MI or
steps and a' railing near the top
steps warns those approaching.
Elsewhere ramps connect differ-
ent levels of the building..
'Murray B. Allen, executive sec-
retary of the state building board
and commission, says "all rooms
except one storage room are con-
structed so that they minimize
noise. Noise is especially distract-
ing to blind persons and aloud
noise destroys his equilibrium."
Besides the rounded corners,
principal doors open away from
hallways and drinking fountains
and other equipment in corridors
are recessed—all to cut down the
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to achieve the decora-
tive effect you strive
for — with wallpapers
selected from our
wide, tasteful assort-
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The Stores of Princeton will close at noon
Thursday, beginning Thursday, May 4.
This closing will continue through the months
of May, June, July, August and September.









Wei ewe • Ate..
The following article was con-
tributed to The Princeton Leader
by G. W. Orange, who obtained it
from The Princeton Banner dated
August 16, 1889, giv en to him
by his mother in 1909. It has been
In the Orange family since it was
printed.
FIFTY YEARS AGO
Interesting Reminiscence by An
Old Timer Whose Boyhood
Was Spent in Princeton
BUT LITTLE OF THE OLD
TOWN LEFT
Tuesday evening Mr. A. G. S.
Calmes, a prosperous and well-
to-do farmer of Union county
stopped over in the city a short
while en route to Cerulean
Springs. He was accompanied by
his son, Eugene, a young man of
some two and twenty summers,
who is in very poor health as a
result of some bronchial trouble,
whom he was taking to Cerulean
for several weeks. A Banner rep-
resentative met with Mr. Calmes
at the Bank hotel, and soon as-
certained that he was one of the
early citizens of Princeton away
back in the "thirties", and in a
short talk found him quite enter-
taining. Mr. Calmes is in his sixty-
seventh year and as the following
cut shows, a remarkably well pre-
served old gentleman as full of
life and vigor as he is of inter-
esting reminiscences of Princeton
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School Menus for
East Side PupilsNews From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dream
s and anamttons of 'those-
who made up the populace of Princeton a
nd Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in
 the yellowed files of Twice-
A-Week Leader of those years will b
e published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced
 just as the Princeton re-
porters. shortLv after the turn of he ce
ntury, wrote them.
and her prominent citizens 50
years ago.
Speaking of his earlier days and
his recollections of the events of
his boyhood, Mr. Celine* said:
"I was born just half way be-
tween Princeton and Hopidnsville
on the old Saline road, three miles
from Cerulean Springs. After the
death of my father, Col. S. N.
Calmes, which occurred in 1834,
my mother procured me a situa-
tion with Harpending & Racker-
by, leading merchants of Prince-
ton at that time, for my victuals
and clothes. This was about 1835
or '36. The old men of that day
were, Thos. Prince, proprietor of
the Prince tavern adjoining the
old stone building, E. Shepard-
son, M. Dudley, Dr. White, the
Throckmorton's, the Johnson's,
Dr. and Lawyer McGoodwin,
John and Isaac Gray, Dr. McNary,
a prominent physician of that day,
Gen. Wadlington, Col. Dallam,
father of Henry and Charles Dal-
lam, and some others of equal
notoriety. When I came to the
store, the first thing Mr. Rocker-
by introduced me to was the
broom and counter brush, thence
to the cellar, after which, to rest
me, he gave me the private mark
of the firm to study. I thought,
if you call this rest, you are won-
derfully mistaken.' I never had a
harder task in all my life. I
could not see its utility and it
WALKER HAS IT nearly killed me. In
 two months
COSTUME JEWELRY 
I was a mere skeleton and my
mother didn't know me. The pH-
FOR SPRING vete mark was 'J. H. Rackerby
WALKER'S DRUGS & By Prudence And Economy You
JEWELRY Will Thrive.' The initials a n d
Princeton, Ky. Dial 3211 first letter of every word answer-L 
DAWSON SPRINGS BATH HOUSE]
Mineral Water Baths for
Malaria, Rheumatism, Neu-
ritis, Arthritis and Inflama-
tory Rheumatism.
H. E. ROBINETT, Prop. I
Dawson Springs, Ky.





Of The City Of Princeton
The Board of Supervisors will be in
sessidn for two days May 11 and
May 12 to make adjustments where





Connell, one of four Tennessee gir
ls who fainted when the ele-
vator in the 555-foot Washington monu
ment jammed and "froze"
last week at the 480-foot level, 
lies unconscious on the grass in
Washington, D. C., as Sgt. J. C. Compt
on of the U. S. park police,
tries to revive her. Miss McConn
ell was one of 30 Tennessee high
school girls inspecting the monumen
t when the accident occurred.
Another of the girls (unidentified
) kneels in background. (AP
Wirephoto)
ed for the ten figures to s
how
the cost of goods. JHR BP an-
swered for 1 2 3 4 5. For instance,
a curry comb cost J B or 14c. I
t
is very simply now, but it was a
stunner then; indeed, it was the
best and most appropriate private
mark I ever knew, and I have
known many. I was put to sleep
in the store alone; the fear of
robbers, the confinement and
work I had to do as well as the
loss of my father, and thoughts of
home made me wretched indeed,
and I verify believe had it not
been for the bad boys of the town
I would have 'gone by the board,'
any way, they would pick at me,
as the country lad. A few hard
fights banished the 'blues' and
destroyed the monotony of store
life, and I soon became one of
the bad boys myself.
"I rememner very well the
drumming for volunteers for the
Mexican war. Men from the
Tradewater hills and Cumberland
flats congregated at Princeton,
riding horses with cows and deer
horns securely fastened to their
he4ds and otherwise uniquely
comparisoned. Malitia musters
were mostly well informed, and
with tall plumes stuck in front
of their bell-crowned hats made
quite an imposing sight. The fights
that would come off at these mus-
ters would equal the distinguish-
ed prize fights of today. Knives
and pistols were not common. Ev-
ery dispute in a neighborhood was
usually settled by a pugilistic en-
counter on muster days. The con-
testants walked into a ring, often
stripped to their waists. My young
curious eyes saw many in the
town of Princeton.





We Know That QUALITY
Is The Power OF The Drug
Thdt's why we never sacrifice quality.
Have your doctor leave your prescrip-
tions with us.




Buy your sickroom supplies where you
hem your prescriptions filled. We carry
a complete stock of quality merchan-
dise at reasonable prime. Your order




Telephone 3404 Princeton', Ky.
mon too. Capt. Hezakiah Conn,
an uncle of mine, usually had the
most and best horses. Old uncle
'Scrippio', one of the finest look-
ing and most polite negroes I ever
knew, was his trainer, and his
son John, called 'old Hose,' was
the rider. Gen. Wadlington was
a fine-looking mem', especially
when in uniform, and was very
polite to old Scip.' I never saw
them meet but I thought of the
little story of General Washing-
ton and the old negro servant.
Wadlington always took off his
hat to 'uncle Scippio.'
" I saw, when a boy, the laying
of the corner stone of the Court-
house, and handled some of the
money. And if that house still
stands, there is deposited in a
metallic box various coins and
papers, notably the Princeton Ex-
aminer, edited by Mr. Champion,
whom I knew, Rackerby, Weller,
and others officiating as masons.
More than fifty years have elap-
sed since then. The town and
county have kept step with the
progress of the age and built a
new Courthouse, and I suppose
that box has long since been
brought to light and its contents
displayed before the eye of a new
generation, and probably replac-
ed again in a more improved
building for another long rest.
"The young people of today may
think strange, but fifty years ago
the Troy Coach was more of a
curiosity in the town of Prince-
ton than the cars of today. 'Here
she comes,' drawn by four fine
horses, loaded with passengers,
her coming signaled by the blow-
ing of the trumpet and crack of
the whip, and then a stop at
Gray's tavern where the rich
looking ladies and gentlemen get
for for a bountiful and well pre-
pared dinner and then off again
for Hopkinsville, leaving the
town dead, save the comments
upon some of the ladies' Leghorn
bonnets, nearly as large and not
unlike a buggy top. I've digressed
a little; I recall to mind poor
John Ballr-en old time stage driv-
er, who was badly crippled by the
overturning of a coach and was
found dead in Mr. Weller's shop
one morning. It was supposed to
be done by some of the college
boys, which was doubtless true,
for there were among them some
very reckless fellows. Out of this
grew some trouble which climax-
ed in the killing on one Woods
by Mr. Shepardson, in self-de-
fense.
"An amusing incident once oc-
curred here that I cannot refrain
telling, but would be better seen
than told. A Mr. G—, who lived
in the Tradewater hills, visited
Princeton, and never failed to get
Danger Season For
Hog Cholera Is Here
Frankfort — Hog cholera may
cost American swine raisers as
Orate R10,0011,000 this year. the 
American Foundation for Animal
Health has estimated.
In a special hog cholera b
ulle-
tin, the foundation said Apri
l
marks the beginning of the chol-
era danger season, with spring
farrowing providing millions of
potential pig victims of the dis-
ease.
Stressing the importance of
protective vaccination of all pigs
against the disease, the bulletin
suggested these special precau-
tions:
'Two factors are especially im-
portant in successful vaccination:
"(1) An examination of the ani-
mals by the veterinarian before
vaccinating. If a pig has a latent
infection, is suffering from para-
sites, or has been on an unbal-
anced ration, it may develop an
over-reaction to vaccination.
"(2) When complications are
present, a correct use of serum to
prevent or hold down such over-
reactions."
The foundation points out that
these precautions may be as im-
portant as the vaccination itself in
helping to prevent cholera losses
this spring.
drunk. He was a very comical
genius; he always rode...a flea-
bitten gray, that would be prime
favorite in a slow race. Mr. G—
would invariably put his horse
in full speed up and down the
streets prior to going home much
to the amusement of all. Being
pretty full on the occasion refer-
red to, with both arms flying
lodse, Gilpin like, and old gray
doing his best, he passed a house
over the door of which was the
sign: H. Cassidy,. and seeing it,
blurted out, 'hardware and cast-
ing,' and on coming to the sign
of Harpending de Rackerby, un-
der which I was standing, cried
out, 'Hard I come, and rack I by,'
ending it with a yell that would
make a Commanche ashamed. To
me then it was worth a million,
and everybody enjoyed it.
"Once a large show came to
town and exhibited, drove the
for pay or otherwise, drove the
elephant a very large one, after
the performance, to George's pond
to refresh himself, (the elephant
I mean.). I don't think there hard-
way a man, boy or negro left in
town. Some on horseback, some
afoot, others through fields and
woods, went helter, skelter, for
the pond. When I arrived there
the elephant was upon his back,
his feet were above the water
like huge stumps, and with his
serpent-like snout threw the wat-
er like the pump of a fire engine.
As he regained his feet, his body
came up like an island in the
sea with a fountain at its top.
The crowd was greatly amuse;
and with some difficulty the ani-
mal was induced to come ashore
and retrace his steps to town
amid the yells of the people who
thronged the route.
"It was in the early 'thirties'
that this town saw the falling
stars. Who is now living that re-
members that eventful night?
What an awe-inspiring and lovely
sight. It has been described before
by others, and I woad fain desist
only for those who have possibly
never heard of it. It was a beauti-
ful, clear night; the stars fell so
fast that the heavens seemed to
be in a blaze. Some would fall
seemingly within 10, 50 or 100 feet
of the ground and explode; oth-
ers seemed to roll upon the
ground and house tops and disap
pear. Myself and sister, who still
lives and is much older than my-
self, viewed it from the brick
opposite the courthouse, occupied
then by B. S. Moody.
"I well remember the old Cum-
berland college, but was never a
student however. Profs. Beard and
Cossett have long since palmed
away. Many of its students and
graduates have I met in other
States, North, South, East and
West. Many other memos I could
mention of those who lived in
Princeton then. Mrs. Rogers was
principal of the Female Institute,














Being in this ad -get your
pint of KIM-OLO ftay-
whits et this amide, sav-
ings! It's the plesde-lierd
Bala *at you sea wash es
sadly es your reErfoiresee.
Omni sad Reese; h 111 asks—
$2.19 CM VIII SAL
ItAIRICIIISF CO.
Tenth and Virginia Stu, These 3ft
IROPKINSvruz
local Girl To Be
Model In Style Show
MIS'S JOAN BERRY
• Shown here is a satin-stripe
dark cotton which will be model-
ed by Miss Joan Berry in the Beta
Sigma Phi Sorority Style show to
be held Eriday, April 28, at, the
local J. C. Penney Store. . ' a
Mercer, merchants, Champion, of
the Examiner, Sasseen, the black-
smith, Lawyer Patterson, the Cal-
verts, Ruckers and many others.
Patterson, I thought then, was the
handsomest man I ever saw and
Mr. Harpending the most dutiful
man! But time has made a com-
plte change. There are scarcely
any of the old landmarks left,
and all the faces I have seen are
strange to me. I must bid you
good bye now, but I hope to stop
over longer on my return and see
more of Princeton."
Soon after the Pilgrims arriv-
ed in America, friendly Indians
taught them to make all-leather
moccasins which were exported
back to England beginning with
the middle of the 17th Century.
Sapphires valued from $20,000,-
000 to $30,000,000 have been taken







For increased yields and better
quality crops and forage, plus
frenssamosi soil improvement,
apply POUR LRAY Powdered
Rock Phosphate. Se* load
dealer or write for information
THOMSON INIOSPNATI COMPANY




Phone 9-J and 9-W
' 100 Fat Years Ahead
For U. S. Farmers
An optimistic picture of 
agricul-
ture's century ahead is 
outlined
by pr. Harold G. Moulton, veal-
-tha-Brnoltillis In
stitute, 
In the May Reader's 
Digest.
Despite the prophets of 
doom
who forsee disaster on the
 farm,
Dr. Moulton predicts that 
farm
resources are abundant enoug
h to
bring America a doubled 
popula•
tion and a living stand
ard eiglit
times as high as that enjo
yed to-
day, if wise policies are 
followed.
Dr. Moulton agrees that wa
ste-
ful farm practices must end,
 but
he says: "It is hard to be
 pessi-
mistic about food when you 
con-
sider the revolutionary 
advances
now being made in scientific f
ood
production." He adds that if sci
-
entific farm knowledge now 
avail-
able were applied universa
lly,
our food supply could be ra
ised
50 per cent,
One of the most encouragi
ng
points made is that long-cultivat-
ed 'soils may be made much mor
e
productive than virgin lands by
proper fertilization and adequate
humus. Thus man can improve
upon nature's soil balance.
In the fields outside the farm,
new processes for handling low
grade iron ores and rapid devel-
opment of newer metals such as
aluminum, magnesium and titani-
um are among the factors cited
as holding great promise for a
better world.
To realize our possibilities, Dr.
The
Luncheon menus for pupas
must Elide Grade Sch 




hominy, cold slaw, bread,
pudding and sauce and milk
Tuesday
Baked beans, greenn, pots
cheese, milk, peach halves
cookies, bread and butter
Wednesday
Hotdog on bun, potato





cold slaw, milk, butt.
and blue plum.
Friday
Hamburgers on bun, bean
ad, fried corn, butter and mit
Moulton declares we must
these policies: (1) Conserve
natural resources; (2) increase
dividual productivity; (3)
age large scale enterprise kit
large scale world; (4) seek
stability in government; (5)
crease purchasing power of
average American, and (8)
serve the free enterprise I
Try A Leader Classified Ap




• SUMMER SLACKS in
Wools, Nylon and
Rayons - - - stripes,
plaids and colors.
• SHIRTS in White and
Colors - - - for Dress
and Sports.
Man everywhere ore talking
about Menton*, the summer
suit by Style-Mari ... because
It's mode of 100% spun rayon,
the miracle fabric...because
it possesses NECK ZONE'
tailoring ... because it's a
cool pleasure. Buy a Merl-
tone at a miracle pricel
* NECK ZONE proton,' $27 50ogler goo. •
WOOD BROS.
"Dad 'n Lad Store"




1. Any sore that does not 
heal
2. A lump or thickening In 
tIla
breast or elsewhere
3. Unusual bleeding or 
discharge
4. Any change in a wort or 
moi.
S. Persistent indigestion Of
rutty in swallowing
R. Persistent hoarseness or 
cough
7. Any change in normal 
bowel
habits
These symptoms may mean cao
t.
oar: They should olwoys 
saton 1
visit to a plItysicion
Give to the 1950 Cancer Crusade
of the •
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
This Message Sponsored By
CORNER DRUG STORE
PRINCETON CREAMERY
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Mrs. Lawrence Jen.
kfort, were guests of
Mrs C. W. Moore,
Mrs. \V. M. Young, Mrs. J•iniee
Landes, Mrs. Florence Parr and
Miss Imogene Wigginton attend-
Kentucky Land
Prices Decline
Farm land prices in Kentucky
Mrs. Robert Fralick
onald, attended the




ere guests of her us-
belt Fralick and Mr.
day afternoon.
Mrs. Bill Hunt and
Eason, were Sunday
ir parents, Mr. and
Turley.
tiler, of Morganfield,
Friday. Wigginton and families • a n d
Mrs. Mitchell Lowry daughter, Miss Helen Wigginton.
lyrie and Donald, Ev- Mrs. Earl Hurst and daughter,
re Sunday guests of Charlotte, Mrs. Herman Harness,
Mrs. Belle Lowry and Misses Ann and Betty Walker,
Marion, were guests of Mr. and
e Loyd who has spent Mrs. T. R. Akridge Sunday after.
with her daughter,
d Cadek in Chatta-
, returned home Sat-
oute home she also
time with her son,
d, and Mrs. Loyd who
her home.
Mrs. Charles Young,
Friday. They represented the
Central • ,Presbyterian church
here.
Mrs. Charles Blaackmeyer e
tertained With a stork shower at
her home Thursday afternoon in
hondr of Mrs. .Holland Thomas.
Mr. Mark Crider, Chicago, is
visiting his sister, Mrs. Veldin
Yandell, Mr. Vandell and Van.
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton
and son, David, -left Tuesday
morning for Detroit where they
will visit their sons, GU3 and Dick
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor,
Evansville, spent the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ivan H. Bennett.
The basketball banquet held at
the high school auditoriuth was
reported to be one of the out.
pent the weekend standing features of the school
nil Mrs. Veldin Yen- term's activities. Eighty-four per-
sons attended including basket-
Mrs. Ray Wigginton ball members, cheer leaders, par-
ansville Wednesday. ents, teachers and visitors. Mr.
gginton submitted to Harlan Hodges of Murray, was
e Deaconess hospital the guest speaker for the even-
Friday morning. ing. Other out-of-town guests
Mrs. Stanley DeBoe were: Mr. and Mrs. Ed Jones of
:of Eddyville, visited Kuttavva, and Cliff Cox, Prince-
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. ton. The PTA served the dinner
the weekend, from beautifully arranged tables
rs. C. H. Brockmeyer 'using spring flowers as atble dec-
rockmeyer, Jr., were orations.
e Wednesday. The Missionary Society of the
2 LUCKY GRADUATES of BUTLER
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Enter our clock contest. Come in—register
your naive on the big dock dial. Hare's




March, 1949, according to the De,
partment of Farm Economic*,
College of Agriculture and Home
Economies, University of Ken-
tucky.
Land prices have followed
changes in cash income, especially
of tobacco, it is stated.
A survey of land sales in Bour-
bon, Payless, Shelby and Simp-
son counties showed that land, on
the average in the four counties,
doubled in price from 1917 to
1920 and again from 1941 to 1949.
In Bourbon county, pricers rose
I four times as fast in the first
World War period as in the sec-
ond World War; in Shelby coun-
ty, three times as .fast; in Daviesa
county, twice as fast, and in
Simpson coun ty at about the,
same rate.
For the United States as a Whole
the number of farms sold annual-
ly has been declining since 1946,
and was about a third less in 1949.
For the four Kentucky coun-
ties the number of sales in 1949
was about the same as in 1941, af-
ter having, been practically dou-
ble this volume in 1945 and 1946.
The annual volume of sales dur-
ing World War I was about twice
as much as the number of sales
during World War II.
Cash was paid for about 60 per
cent of all farms sold in recent
years. This is in sharp contrast to
the period of 1917-20, when a high
production of all sales was part
' credit and part Cash. The number
of farmers assuming a debt-bur-
:den now is only a fraction of the
number so burdened in the
"boom" following World War I.
Farmers in recent years have
been paying off mortgages, some
of which were made 30 years ago,
about as rapidly as new mort-
gages have been Made.
First Presbyterian Church met
with Mrs.. J. B. Sory and Miss
Dora Young Thursday night, with
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett and Mrs. Ce-
cil Brasher serving as leaders.
The devotional was given by Mrs.
Bennett and Mrs. Brasher. Mrs.
Sory gave an antic* entitled,
"Stets Shine Over Barboquiveri".
"Caracas Crossroads" was given
by Miss Imogene Wigginton. Mrs.
Florence Parr read a poem and
the meeting elnsed with the group
singing "An -Evening Prayer".
During the social period refresh-
ments were served to Mrs. W. M.
Young, Mrs. Florence Parr, Mrs.
Cecil Brasher, Mrs. Byrd Guess,
Mrs. Guy Nichols, Mrs. Ivan Ben-
nett, Mrs. Florence Parr, Miss
Imogene Wigginton, Miss 'Doro-
thy Parr, 'Mrs. J: B. Sory and
Miss Dora Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore and;
son, Coy, Jr., Frankfort, spent
the weekend at their home here.
Mrs. M. S. Blackburn is a pa-
tient in the Princeton Hospital..
Miss Ada Leeper spent Wednes-
day and Thursday in Nashville.
She visited Rev. and Mrs. Edgar
Baroett while there.
-Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Kunnecke,
Calvert City, spent the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ce-
cil Brasher.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cart-
wright, Evansville, spent the
weekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. S. G. Wigginton. They
ly don rose petal pique
IC
expresses this 'spring's
turn. It's the petal look in new yarn-dyed two-tone pique. Crisp and
when you wear it as an ensemble—and for sun, see the beautifully cut
ecolette. Pink, blue, green, jonquil, brown, black. to to 16. 11.93
Howerton's




I. Usk tred edel
YOUTHS QUESTIONED: Donald Simmons (right), 14, sobs in
police station at Peoria, Ill., as he and Jimmy Charman (left),
nine, are questioned by police in connection with the death of
Benjamin Painner, whose body was found on hi § farm near Peoria.
Assistant State's Attorney Robert Calkins said the boys signed
statements .that they fatally shot Painner as he walked into his
farm home April 19. Calkins said they took Painner's wallet con-
taining $43 and dragged his body to a barn andeovered it with hay.
CalkitSs said a murder charge was placed against Donald Simmons.




Frankfort, Ky. — Commissioner
of Agriculture Harry F. Welters
today announced distribution of
$14,000 in prize money at eleven
beef cattle, hog and dairy shows
under 4-H and FFA sponsorship
this year—an increase of $9,000
in prize money since he took of-
fice in 1948 when only one annual
show was being held.
Walters pointed out that $6,000
has been allocated for the 4 H and
FFA bigState Beef Show to be
held at Bourbon Stockyards,
Louisville, November 15, 16 and
17. Last year this allowance was
$5,000.
In addition, Walters announced
that_t_here will be six Dairy Shows
—tO which he has allocated $6,003
in prize money—this year compar-
ed with. $5,000 last year. Last
year there wOre five such shows,
this year's new one to be held at
Williamstown, August 21. Other
accompanied Mr. Wigginton home
from Deaconess Hospital whre he
received medical treatment and
surgery.
Mrs. Jennie Brasher, of near
Frances, and mother of Cecil
Brasher of Fredonia was taken
by ambulance to Jennie Stuart
Hospital in Hopkinsville Sundat
suffering with a gall bladder corsj
dition. She was expected to. u
ergo surgery there Monde
orning.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brasher,
C. ry, Ind., arrived Monday. They
have 'been called here by the ser-
ious illness of his mother, Mrs.
Jennie Brasher.
Several from here attended the
dedication services at t h e new
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
itt Crayne Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. King and
Mrs. Dale Faughn attended a
concert at Bethel Woman's Col-
lege, Hopkinsville, Tuesday night
in which Miss Bonnie Jean King,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
King, participated.
The Ladies Aid of the Cumber-
land Presbyterian Church _ met
with Mrs. J. Dan Bugg Thursday
night. Those present were Mrs.
T. R. Akridge, Mrs. Jim Black-
burn, Mrs. Ray Blackburn, Mrs.
Allie Bugg, Mrs. Ruth Dunning,
Mrs. Amble Fuller, Mrs. C. T.
Henson, Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield,
'Mrs. Russell Melton, Mrs. Noble
Paris, Mrs. Dave .Perkins, Mrs.
Euclid Quertermous, Mrs. Charles
Quertermous, Mrs. Allen Riley.
Mrs. Ray Wigginton, Mrs. Paul
West, Mrs. Hervey P'ranklin, Mrs.
Glenn Rogers, Mrs. Jack Black-
burn and Mrs. Bugg. Refresh-





Baltimore — This spring, when
summit.. .mauls_ ianclea -turn to
thoughts of tithing, remember
these pointers when going after
trout. •
Shadows scare trout, for one of
their greatest fears is predatory
birds. Keep your shadow and the
shadow of your rod out of the
Water.
Loud clothes or a white shirt
alarm the fish. Best are dark
gray, green or kahki clothes.
Early season fly fishing is more
successful with wet flies, fished
low and deep on a slack line. Cast.
slightly upstream snd across, let-
ting the fly sink and drift with
the current. But watch that slack
line closely; a slight twitch means
a strike. Large, dark flies seem
to give the best results.
During July and August, when
the water is. low, trout disappear.
Fish early in the morning or late
in the afternoon in spring holes
beneath falls and rapids where
the water is aerated.
Trout feed at midday early in
the season, later when the water
warms up. During mid-summer,
early morning and sunset are
best, while early season anglers
should be on the stream from
Mr. David Stallins has been ser-
iously ill the last few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Kax Poe were in
Hopkinsville Saturday.
Mrs. Dewey Pool was in Clarks-
ville Thursday.
Mrs. Cora McNeeley and daugh-
ter were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. George Franklin.
Miss Lola Veal and Mrs. Met-
tie Morris were In town Saturday.
Mrs. Jennie Russell and Mrs.
Annie Dillingham spent one night
recently in Depoy as the guests of
her son and brother.
Mrs. Mary Hollowell visited
her sister, Mrs: Gertrude McChes-
ney, Sunday.
Mr. Don Redden was in our
community one night last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Cbambliss
and children visited Edd Chem-
bliss and family Sunday.
Mrs, Desdy .Pool and son Ad-
rien, Mrs. Lester Powell and sons,
Leon and Robert, visited in Trigg
county Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Franklin
visited Miss Lola Veal Sunday.
Mr. George Franklin visited
Austin Lamb Sunday afternoon.
District Dairy Shows will be held
at Mayfield, August 16; Bowling
Green, August 15; Campbellsville,
August 16; Shelbyville, August I
17 and Flemingsburg. August 18,'
these having been initiated in
1948.
In addition Mr. Walters allocat-
ed 4500 each for the following
new shows not previously held:
A 4-H and FFA Beef Show at
Princeton and a similar show at
London next October, the specific
dates to be announced latet.
A 4-H and FFA Hog Show to
be held at Bardwell in March,
1951.
Details of the shows were
worked out by Mr. Walters, J. W.
Whitehouse, State 4-H Leader;
Jerry Montgomery, Lancaster, of
the Future Farmers of America
staff, and Assistant Commission-






than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feel-
ing. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tab-




A 5-room dwelling and bath, at the corner of
North Darby and Rose Streets, which is near But-
ler High School. This is a real bargain at $4750.
T nice 4-room dwelling and bath, near Butler
High School, has a large lot all fenced and a
large garage. Priced to sell at $6500.00.
We have several other houses and lots and farms
for sale.
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY.




noon to wet. bait drift by, thnsi giving
bon't strike at once when bait motion. If a sinker is necessary,
fishing. for trout. Allow a few use as light a one as 
posible.
seconds for fish to get the .bait
inside his mouth.
Hooks numbers 4 and 5 dis-
yaw-4n smalllish '
Naturally presented bait catches
more trout. Let worm-baited hook
tumble along the bottom as'. a
worm would do. Worms falling
in the water never roll up in a
ball, so hook the worm slightly
in one or two places.
And avoid a sinker if possible
when 'bait fishing for trout. Cast
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P. 0. BOX 256 PHONE 775-W
You Are Cordially Invited
TO ATTEND THE
BETA SIGMA PHI SORORITY
STYLE SHOW
FREE TOMORROW (FRI.) NIGHT 7:30- P. M.
AT PENNEY'S
Above is shown Mrs. John
Aikins in a solid color Broad-
cloth peplum dress with em-
broidered top. Mrs. Aikins will
be seen in the Beta Sigma Phi
how at Penney's.
Pictured here is Mrs. Roy
Rowland, Jr., one of the mod-
els in the Beta Sigma Phi Style
Show. She is wearing a bolero
n-dresses of harinonizing














(The biggest of it's
kind in all history)
Come join in the
carnival spirit.
There will. be
MUSIC - - -
REFRESHMENTS
- - - FUN
for all.
ALL FREE
Mrs. Shelby Poole is the
model shown above in a Butch-
er Weave Rayon in pastel
shades. This dress is one o
many similar dresses to be
seen at the Beta Sigma Phi
Style Show at Penney's.
tr.
Mrs. Robert Williamson is
modeling a pastel cotton charn-
bray with white pique trim
which will be *blown in th
Beta Sigma Phi Style Show t
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A Good Name
One thing in life is better far than
fame,
You know it—I name it—a good
name.
More precious than jewels, than
gold,
Shout it from the hou7tops, let
it be told.
I would not want a penny through
a sin;
I'll pull the belt when hunger is
within;
I'll hold the hand from that which
is not mine;
I'll let him live, the inner man,
divine.
Write me the right to labor like a
man.
I may not find me riches, but I
can
Still hold my head up, there's no
ned to bow
To weakness, no, instead I make a
VOW
To keep unstained 'God's gift to
me, these years,
To bury now, today, all doubts
and fears,
Content to live untouched by
riches, fame,
If only this be mine—a good
name.
Bell - Young
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bell, Route
2, announce the marriage of their
daughter, Louise, to Mr. Earl
Young, son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Young, Route 1. The wedding took
place in Hopkinsville Saturday,
April 22. The single ring cere-
mony was used.
The bride, a graduate of Lyon
County High -School, Kuttawa,
wore a blue suit with white ac-
cessories.
Mr. Young is a graduate of
Butler High litchOol, and is em-
ployed at Stevens Chevrolet Co.
The couple is at home at 910
West Main street.
Abernathy - Ayers
The wedding of Miss Georgia
Abernathy and Mr. John Ayers
took place at high noon Satur-
day, April 22, at McKenzie Meth-
odist Church, Nashville, Tenn.
The single ring ceremony was
performed.
The bride wore a wheat-color-
ed dress with blue accessories
and carried a prayer book and
an orchid.
Miss Martha Abernathy, who
was her sister's 'maid of honor,
wore a beige suit with brown ac-
cessories.
Traditional wedding music was
played.
Dudley, Moulton and Alex
Abernathy, brothers of the bride,
served as ushers.
Mrs. Ayers is a daughter of
Mr. Colton Abernathy, of Pulaski,
Tenn., and the late Mrs. Aber-
nathy, who was the former
Blanche Stephens, of Princeton.
ATTEND WEDDING
Among those attending the
Abernathy-Ayers wedding in
Nashville, Tenn., Saturday were
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Stephens, Mr.
and Mrs. Herschel Stephens, Mrs.
J. D. Stephens, Mr. a n d Mrs.
George Stephens, Mrs. John Ma-
han and Mrs. Albert Henry, of
Marion.
Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sigler,
Princeton, on the birth of a son,
David Michael, April 22. The
baby weighed nine pounds.
* * *
IMr. and Mrs. Jerald Winters,
former Princetonians, on the
birth of a daughter, April 13, at
West Point Military Academy
Hospital, West Point, N. Y. The
baby, who weighed six pounds
and eleven, and one-half ounces,
has been named Linda Zoe. Mrs.
Winters is the former Roberta
Dalzell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
R. H. Dalzell, Franklin street.
3.00l, Jo& Clieni
In the legal profession it has long
been said that the man pleading his
own case. -Has a fool for dent'. this
same adage applies to the person
practicing self diagnosis and treat
meet. for in what may seem a minas
condition there may be serious cons
plications. When you feel out of sorts.
play salts by consulting a Medical
Doctor immediately. Ks prompt dicta.





Mrs. J. L. Walker, West Main
street, entertained with a party
Thursday night, April 20, in hon-
or of the 13th birthday of her
daughter, Sara Demetra.
Present were Nancy Taylor,
Peggy Barnes, Kay Crider, Donna
P'Pool, Willa Ann Lacey, Janet
French, Norma Kay George, Bob-
bie Coleman, Vivian Moore, Ann
Kevil Morgan, Betty Gayle Mor-
gan and Poppy Pickering.
Mrs. Walker was assisted in
serving by Miss Nancy Stowers.
pe44.../4
Mr. and Mrs. R. Roy Towery
returned Saturday from Sarasota,
Fla., where they spent two weeks.
They were accompanied home by
Mrs. Agnes Scott and Mrs. Hattie
Hale, who spent the winter there.
Mrs. J. L. Walker and Mrs. C. J.
Bishop left today for Louisville,
where they accompanied Mrs.
Walker's mother, Mrs. Markham
Ligon, who will undergo medical
treatment.
• • •
on Patmor and Charles Farm-
er spent last weekend in Nash-
ville, Tenn., with Mr. and Mrs.
William Morris.
• • •
Miss Dorothy Ann Davis &pent
last weekend in Louisville and
Harrodsburg- She was accompan-
ied to Louisville by Sisters Car-
mencita and Pierre, of St. Paul's
School, who visited Sister Atha-
nasius, a patient at St. Joseph's
Infirmary.
Miss Marilyn Trader, of Chica-
go, is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Henry Averdick, and family.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Morrison and
Virginia Wilson, of Oak Ridge,
Tenn., spent last weekend with
flends and relatives here.
• • •
1Mr. and Mrs. Irl Stevens, Chi-
cago, visited friends and relatives
here last weekend.
a
Paul Martin is in Evansville,
Ind.-,today on business for Eld
red Hardware Co.
Mrs.. Dana rWood and daughter,
Dorothy Ann, visited friends in
Hopkinsville Sunday.
• • •
Miss Mary Burt Martin, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Guy E. Mar-
tin, of Chicago, is spending sev-
eral days with relatives here
this week. .
• • •
Mesdames H. W. Nichols and
Will Loftus and Mr. M. L. Orange
attended the funeral of Mr.
Orange's sister, Mrs. Kate Mc-
Chesney, in Leitchfield Saturday.
• • •
Elliott Orange, Memphis, Tenn.








Smooth, White, Paneled Informals with your
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WEDDING FOR QUADRUPLE AMPUTEE: Jimmy Wilson, 25,
World War II veteran who had parts of both arms and both legs
amputated, stands with his fiancee, Miss Dorothy Mortenson, 23,
after they announced their engagement last week in Jacksonville,
Fla. They plan to be married June 8, three days after Wilson re-
ceives his law degree at Florida University where he is attending
pre-law school. The amputation resulted from injuries received in
a plane crash in Connecticut in 1944. Miss Mortenson studied





Baby should think it is a pleas-
ure to have a mother. But how
many mothers aggravate their
poor little tykes because they
dote, fuss and pamper them to
exhaustion? Is it any wonder that
sometimes when Mom tries to be
affectionate with baby she gets
the cold shoulder?
The fashion-plate mother who
insists on putting little starched
dresses on her small child may
be contributing to her baby's ir-
ritability. These freshly starched
slips and presses can cause chat-
H. W. Nichols and Mr. M. L.
Orange. Mr. Orange returned
home with him for several days'
visit.
• • •
Willett Orange, Cieveland, 0.,
visited Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nich-
ols Tuesday.
• • •
Mrs. E. B. Lindsay was a visitor
in Hopkinsville Monday.
• • •
Mrs. R. T. Humphries, Route 3,
spent several days last week in
Mayfield viiith Mrs. Hugh Prit-
chard, who is a patient at Fuller-
Gilliam Hospital.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Clairde B. Wood,
of Linwood Farin, spent last
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. J.
k(Black) Humphries in Mayfield.
,
1  Mr. William Blades. Paducah,
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
H. W. Blades, Wasshingron street,
last week.
For a really de luxe chicken or
turkey salad add celery and toast-
ed almonds to the poultry cubes
and moisten with mayonnaise
that has been seasoned with lem-
on juice, celery salt, and a little
onion juice. Serve on salad
greens and garnish with a tiny
bunch of grapes.
Conservation Awards
To Be Presented At
Farm Bureau Meeting
Three Caldwell county farmers
will be presented master conser-
vation awards at a quarterly
meeting of the Caldwell County
Farm Bureau to be held at 7:30
p. m. Friday, April 28, at the
Otter Pond community house, M.
P. Brown, Jr., bureau president,
announces. .
Those to receive the awards
are Raymond Stroube, Princeton;
Mrs. Annie McElroy, Fredonia,
and Clift Brothers, Clifton and
Clinton, of Crider.
Also at the meeting, two mov-
ies will be shown. One will be on
conservation and the other will
be on beef cattle marketing. Re-
freshments will be served by hte
Otter Pond Homemakers Club.
ing and soreness of baby skin. Of
course he looks pretty as a picture
in them, but is she happy?
You'll notice that baby will
start a bath boycott and yowl to
emphasize his anti-bath campaign.
Actually, he probably has a fear
of the tub or the way Mom washes
him. •
If he clings and seems afraid
tat. the tub, try covering its slip-
pery bottom with a Turkish towel
to keep him from sliding about.
If he gets soap in his eyes during
a shampoo, get one of those rub-
ber cartwheel shields which can
slip down to his ears and keep
suds on top of the head.
End the bath session in a beau-
ty 'session. After careful towel-
drying, smooth velvety baby lo-
tion all over the youngster's body,
paying special attention to little
folds and creases of his skin. One
new lotion combines oil, water,
lanolin and an antiseptic to help
prevent impetigo, diaper rash and
other uncomfortable chafes and
prickles.
Few children like to have water
roll down their faces. So make a
bath mit of the washcloth by
folding it around your hand dia-
gonally, with one tip folded down
over finger tips, and two ends
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For generations, Am e ri c a n
women have gone in mildly for
sports, but the ballpark was
pretty much a male preserve.
Between television and the ef-
fects of the baseball people them-
selves—after all, they thought up
things like "Ladies' Day" — it
seems that large numbers of wom-
ewnatechreersturning into avid sports-
It's a movement, not confined
entirely to baseball, and I think
that men are going to regret they
ever let women loose in stadia,
rinks and parks. Male sports
fans are bad enough. But women
are extremists, and if they take
up sportswatcbing I can see noth-
ing but More trouble ahead for
the Great American Home.
I know more than a dozen wom-
en who have been wooed and
won by sportswatching. A gray-
haired and dignified matron of my
acquaintance knows more about
boxing and obscure rules than
Jack Dempsey. This interest be-
gan shortly after a television set
was installed. Now her husband:
has to take her to any of the big
fights that happen to be schedul-
ed in her vicinity. This is costly,
and also unsatisfactory because
her husband would much rather
go to hockey games.
I also know a young mother
who has been infected by the
baseball virus and during the
season does her ironing in the af-
ternoon while listening to the ex-
cited voices of sports announcers
from some park or other. In the
old days she used to iron to soap
opera, so pretty soon we may see
manufacturers of soup, lipsticks,
girdles and frozen foods taking
over the sports field now occu-
pied by beer, tobacco and razor
blade sponsors.
The march of the women into
the nation's ballparks is greater
than I thought. For I have re-
ceived this day a little pamphlet
from the American Red Cross, no
less, instructing women how to
act while attending a baseball
game. It is a combined etiquette
and safety brouchure, urging,
first, that women be ladies, no
matter what the provocation.
Secondly, it suggests they watch
Pictured here Is Mrs. Billy Rob-
inson, who will appear in the
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority Style
show to be held here Friday at
the J. C. Penney store. She is
shown wearing a two-piece
Sharkskin suit in Navy.
their blood pressure.
Of course, the booklet does
come from the Brooklyn Chapter
of the Red Cross, and if I under-
stand corrcetly, people in Brook-
lyn get more excited about base-
ball — they have a team called
the Dodgers — tharr any other
people in the United States get
excited about anything. Still, it
is an indication of what's hap-
pening when it is necessary to in-
struct people h o w to watch a
game. Among the Red Cross tips
on conduct are advice to wear
comfortable, loose clothing, low-
heeled shoes, no hat-pins and to
avoid getting into a physical bat-
tle with someone who disagrees
with them. It is all right, says the
Red Cross, to yell a lady's head
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PTA Will Meet T0 I
At Eastside School
The PTA will meet T
afternoon (today) at 2.
at Eastside Grade School, d
flounced by Mrs. Dewey
publicity chairman. The
will be presented by the
grade pupils of Mils
Jones, who will give &pie
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& Funerals
W. Pollard
1 services for Richard
illard, 76, were held
at Seymour, Mo., where
ed for several years,
nd reared in Caldwell
Mr. Pollard was the
son of the late Robert 5,
ha Adams Pollard. He
mess maker and worked
i Hardware Co., several
rs include his wife, the
ell Austin, of Princeton;
r and a granddaughter.
usins, who live in this
Iso survive.
cry Harpending
1 services for Mrs. Mary
(Mollie) Harpending, 84,
Wedneaday at Fort




arpending was the aunt
, R. Pilaut and the great-
is. Virginia Hogan, of





tty Calvert, 85, died at
here Sunday, April 23.
ervices were conducted
n's Funeral Home Mon-




equiem mass for Mrs.
Mcpesney, who died
, April 20, at her home
chfield, was held Satur-
TIC, ARTHRITIC VICTIMS
• Faster Pain Rene,
Film-Coated" tablet acts
e—not stomach. Quickly
d stream. Reduces uric
eds long lasting relief to
d pai“.s. Ask for genuine
ted Ar-Pan-Ex tablets.
ER DRUG STORE
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CONNIE MACK
who* ,• lenea, t•••••pol• • pe,,SteP•sto,,)
U " et 4,01, IR, 4.49h 50 • 00,3 .1* marlity
P#4,4,4iphiq 4tiotohas iotre *spired 44.0 iestisa
N r AC HO ORED IN HOME PARK: hue the Athletics and Boston Red Sox players
look on from special "batter's circles," Connie Mack, veteran 87-year-old manager of the Phila-
delphia Athletics, is honored in his home park on the start of his 50th season Friday in Philadelphia.
"Mr. Baseball" (at left in center) is presented a huge scroll—by Ed Pollock, sports editor of the
Philadelphia Bulletin. In foreground are scrolls :,igned by more than a million persons. (AP Wire-
photo)
New Rule Interpretations Seen
Raising Baseball Rhubarbs
By Frank Eck
New York — The poor umpire!
The life of the boys in blue will
not be worth much this season
unless the fans agree with the
umpire's judgment.
The obstruction rule probably
day, April 22, at the Catholic
Church in Clarkson. Death was
caused from a heart ailment.
Mrs. McChensey is survived by
a daughter, Mrs. Allen Woolridge,
of Lietchfield, and two brothers,
Jim Orange, of Hopkinsville, and
M. L. Orange, of Princeton.
Burial was in the Clarkson
Cemetery.
Mrs. Sarah E. Southard
Funeral services for Mrs. Sarah









































CHANCE . . to own this beauti-
fully designed, Nationally Ad-
vertised Aladdin Floor Lamp at
a price that will positively
amaze you. While they last' in
Forest Green and Gold Grey




ITURE DEALERS FUNERAL DIRECTORS
43 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE
NE 2035 NIGHT 3495
will cause many loud beefs. When
the first baseman blocks a runner
rounding first it will be up to the
umpire to decide whether the
runner is entitled to one, two or
three extra bases.
Under the old rule the runner
was given one base for interfer-
ence.
"We will do this on judgment
alone," explains senior National
League Umpire Bill Stewart,
who is also a member of the rules
committee.
' This is Stewart's 18th season
as a major league umpire and
National League President Ford
C. Frick couldn't have picked a
better man to explain the rule
changes to all the players in his
league.
Stewart made the west coast
Florida camps in less than a
week early in March, flew out to
Catalina Island after a stop at
Los Angeles, then went to Phoe-
nix and returned to Florida. He
has answered more questions than
the cop in the• Times Square in-
formation booth.
The double play, one of the
prettiest plays to watch, will
come under closer scrutiny this
season.
"Te runner must make a legiti-
mate effort to reach the bag,"
says Stewart. "If he deliberately
goes out of the baseline it's a
double penalty if we think the
fielder under normal conditions,
would have had time to complete
the double play. Then it will be
two out." ,
Another rule to be enforced is
the play where the catcher blocks
home plate without possession of
the ball.
"We've been very lenient on the
catcher blocking the plate with-
out the ball," reveals Stewart.
"Now he must have the ball to
block the plate. A runner can run
around the catcher and out of the
baseline to reach home plate
when the catcher blocks the plate
and doesn't have the ball."
"The runner stepping on or
county, who died Sunday, April
23, at the home of a granddaugh-
ter, Mrs. Sidney Prowell, in
Princeton, were held Monday af-
ternoon, April 24, at Liberty
Cemetery, Lyon county, by the
Rev. Rodolph Lane.
Survivors include a daughter,
Mrs. Edna May Moore, Princeton;
two brothers, William H. Holt,
Princeton, and Charles R. Holt,
Detroit, Mich.; six grandchildren,
Mrs., Sidney Prowell, Mrs. Leslie
Vickery and Eugene Atwood,
Caldwell county; Don R. and
Philip Holt, Hopkinsville; and
Barbara Sand-burg, Dayton 0.
Seventeen great grandchildren
also survive. A brother preceded
her in death a year ago.
Burial was in the church cem-
etery.
A.FREEMANZ.
• • t..tw  U..
It's Fair and Cooler... anytime you step
out in this new "air-cooled" Oxford
...ingeniously perforated to









kicking a ball near the foul line
will be out," says Stewart.
"There's always a chance the ball
will roll fair before It reaches
the base. And where the coach
touches a slow roller, even in foul
territory, the batter will be de-
clared out. It's a new rule this
year.
"The catcher now can go into
either dugout to catch a foul ball.
But if he falls down while mak-
ing the catch, the runner is en-
titled to an extra base."
Can you imagine Walker Coop-
er running into the Polo Grounds
dugout for a foul? Or Yogi Berra
trying to get in the Red Sox dug-
out for a high foul? It may never
happen but there's no rule pre-
venting the opposing bench from
forming a picket line. And what
happens when a catcher' goes into
the enemy's dugout and comes out
with a bloody nose?
The biggest rhubarb of all will
come from the balk rule. It's new
despite what you've read. An
American League official points
out thsit most of their pitchers al-
ways have stopped for one second_
"With a man on base the
pitcher must stop his motion for
one second before throwing to the
1-,atter or it will be called a balk,"
says Stewart. "The old rule said
only that a pitcher must stop but
now we've added 'for one sec-
ond.'
"The intentional walk rale also
has been changed. The eatcher
now can leave his spot behind
home plate when his pitcher
throws an intentional ball."
The pick-off play has been
changed.
'If the pitcher throws wild into
the stands with his foot In con-
tact with the rubber, the runner
gets one base," says Stewart. "But
if the pitcher steps off the rub-
ber and makes a wild throw he is
considered an infielder. On such
wild throws into the stands or a
dugout the runner will get two
I bases."
Mines and oil wells on federally
owned land produced $363,000,000
worth of products in 1948, four
times the value in 1940.
Income to Indians and the fed-
eral government from oil wells
and mines leased on federal prop-




New' York — You may not
have a look far for the 1950 Ken-
tucky Derby winner. Come May
6 at Churchill Downs a lot of
mutuel money will show for Oil
Capitol and Hill Prince.
Off what they have shown in
recent weeks they are the colts to
beat. Such good ones as Theory
and Middleground have been
shunted into the background by
these two classy colts.
Oil Capitol, best 2-year-old of
1949, won the $50,000 Flamingo
Stakes -at Hialeah by oix lengths
in March. His time for the mile
and an eighth was 1:48 1-5,
three fifths of a second off the
world's record.
It was the mis-spelled horse's
eighth victory in 16 starts. Train-
er Harry Trotsek of Detroit be-
lieves he has the best 3-year-old
in Tom Gray's grey son of Mah-
mound Never Again II who won
$108,956 last year.
The colt twice beat Theory,
the Calumet color bearer Ben
Jones is banking on for his sixth
Kentucky Derby.
One impressive factor regarding
Oil Capitol is that he has won
over five track—Detroit, Keene-
land, Hawthorne, Pimlico and
Hialeah. His impressive Flamingo
win was his sixth triumph in his
last seven starts.
Gray, a Tulsa automobile deal-
er, has turned down $100,000 for
the grey now turned black. He
paid $15,000 for the horse in a
Lexington, Ky., sales ring. Thus
far the only mistake made with
the horse was the spelling of his
name on the Jockey Club books.
It should have been "Oil Capita?."
.Hill Prince has been highly re-
garded since last year when the
son of Princequillo-Hildene won
six out of seven starts and $46,225.
His only setback came by one
length to Casemate in the Sapling
Stakes at Monmouth. He had an
excuse, too. At the start the horse
leaped into the air and then stum-
bled. He was last but made up a
world of ground to finish second.
"Hill Prince is as good as he
was last year, and that is some-
thing," said his regular jockey,
Eddie Arcaro, following the colt's
initial 1950 victory in the Experi-
mental Handicap sprint at Jamai-
ca recently.
Hill l'rince has been sprinting
but the way he comes from be-
hind augurs well for his distance
tests. He has done most of his
good racing on a sloppy track. In
the Cowdin Stakes at Aqueduct
last September he came from last
place on a sloppy oval to set a
new track record of 1:18 3-5 for
six and a half furlongs. He has
also won previously at Mon-
mouth Park and Atlantic City.
The Prince, bred and owned by
C. T. Chenery at his Doswell,
Va., farm The Meadow, is trained
by J. Homer (Casey) Hayes. For
an ex-trainer of polo ponies
Casey Hayes has been doing rath-
er well with the Shenery colors.
U. S. Marine detachments form
a part of the complement on all
American battleships, aircraft
carriers, heavy cruisers, and on
the later types of light cruisers,
as well as on other types of com-
bat ships.
Detachments of U. S. Marines
formed part of Commodore Per-
ry's expedition to Japan which
opened the doors of the Mikado's
realm in 1853-54 to commerce.
PRINCESS AND D KR: •Accompanied by her husband, the Duke
of Edinburgh, Princess Elizabeth attends a polo game as the Is-
landers celebrated in connection with her 24th birthday. The
Princess, who is expecting her second child, presented trophies
to the winners of the matches at Malta. Her husband was on the
losing team. (AP Wirephoto)
Kite Flyers Warned Of
Power Line Shock Danger
Early spring kite-flyers were
warned this week of the danger
of carelessness in handling kites
by W. C. Shields, safety director
of Kentucky Utilities Company.
A recent trip by a member of
the company's safety department
revealed a number of broken
kites and kite strings lodged in
electric wires. Mr. Shields issued
the following safety suggestions
to help kite-flyers get the great-
est enjoyment from the sport
without inviting serious accidents -
I. When assembling a kite,
turn down or cut off any protrud-
ing pins or brads which might in-
jure your hands or arms.
2. 'As a kite string, use only
stout, dry cord—never wire, wet
cord or cord with wire threads
In it, because these increase the
danger of an electric shock in
contact with electric wires or
equipment or during electric
storms.
3. Choose a level open space
free of overhead wire s, poles,
large trees, large stones, ditches
or other obstacles.
4. Always watch your step
when running with a kite.
5. Never fly a kite from a
roof or elevated structure. A fall
can cripple a kite-flyer for life.
6. Never fly a kite on•streets
or highways or anywhere else
where you might be injured by a
car or truck.
7. Stay alert so a high wind or
sudden gust won't throw you off
balance or cause the cord to burn
the skin as it slips through your
hands.
8. Keep the cord neatly rolled
so neither you nor others can
trip over it.
9. If your kite breaks away
and lodges in wires or a large
TIME TO BUY!
EVAPORATED PEACHES, lb.  15c
PUREX, quart bottle  15c
PURE LARD, lb. 10c 50 lb. can  $4.89
TOILET PAPER, 650 sheet roll  5c
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE, 1 lb. tin  75c
FRESH LIMA BEANS, green & white,
303 can  10c
PET MILK, large can  10c
(12 cans limit to a customer)
CHEESE FOOD, Swift's, 2 lb. box  69c
SUGAR CURED JOWLS, lb  15c
CIGARETTES, all popular brands, carton . $1.63
SARDINES, Salmon style, tall cans
2 for  25c
WHOLE KERNEL CORN, white, 303 can 10c
OLEO, Del Grade Brand, colored
Vs -lb. stix  30c
CLOVERLEAF DRY MILK, 2 boxes 25c
MATCHES, Fire Chief, carton  35c
QUINN'S GROCERY
SUPER LOW PRICES
211 Shepardson St. Phone 2611
tree, leave it there. Don't climb
poles to get it down or try to
knock it loose by hurling a stone
with string attached over wires.
It's better to lose a kite than lose
a life.
Fredonia Student Sings
In Bethel Choral Club
Officially closing its 1950 con-
cert program, the Bethel Choral
Club, of which Miss Bonnie Jean
 ss-nieesiseereeing-4a4litsvessi--
buro Thursday, April 20, before
the Kentucky State Federation of
Musk Clubs, Miss King is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Mary W. Eldred Speaks
To Morgcinfield Club
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred spoke
to members of the Business and
Professional Women's Club at
Morganfield Monday night on
her trip to Europe. She was ac-
companied by Misses Virginia
Morgan and Virginia McCaslin.
SERVICES SCHEDULED
Services at the Lebanon Bap-
tist Church will he held the sec-
ond Saturday night and Sunday
and the fourth Sunday and Sun-+
day night at „I I a. m. and 7:36
p. m., the Rev. J. T. Terri!, pastor,
announces.
Card Of Thanks
We wish to express our thanks
and appreciation to friends and
neighbors, Dr. Barnes, Morgan
Undertakers, those rendering the
memorial music, and each one
who in any way did an act or
deed which lightened our sorrow
in the suden passing of our father,
George W. Martin, Sr.
The Martin Children 43-Itp
A. A. Parmentier, a French
army pharmacist who ate potatoes
in a Prussian prison during the
Seven Years War, introduced
them to Frnace.
Of the money received by the
federal government from leased
oil wells and mines, 371/2 per cent
goes to the states where they are
located.
ves igate
before you invest in house paint'
Sherwin-Williams SWP House Paint is
W E AT H E R AT E D*
for your protection against:
1. Excessive Loss of Gloss
2. High Dirt Collection
3. Uncontrolled Chalking




*Every drop of SWP House Paint is WEATHERATED°
for its ability to resist all these destructive factors be-
fore it,ls permitted to boor the Sherwin-Williams Label.
Special SWP for certain areas.
SWP HOUSE PAINT IS YOUR BEST BUY
ELDRED HDWE. CO.
GOOD FISHING
Best Days and Hours To Go Fishing
Apr. 27 is a good day, best hours, 8 to 10 A. M. - 8 to 10 P. M.
Apr. 28, good day, best hours, 4-6 A. M. or 10 to 11 P. M.
Apr. 29, fair day, best hours, 10 to 12 A. M.. 10 to 12 P. M.
Apr. 30, Go To Sunday School and Church
May 1, fair day, best hours, 4 to 6 A. M. or 12 to 1 P. M.
May 2, fair day, best hours 12 to 1, or 6 to 8 P. M.
May 2, fair day, best hours, 1 to 2 A. M. or 6 to 8 P. M.
BEST TIME TO BUY
CROSLEY SHELVADOR REFRIGERATORS
Is NOW.
B. N. LUSBY COMPANY
Phone 3141 Princeton, Ky.
St•
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Golfers See Burke As
'Take Charge' Player
Plowden
NItiirmi Beach, Fla. - Is there
a golfer in the house capable of
succeeding bantam Ben Hogan as
king of the links?
Is there a man in sight who can
take the U. S. Open, the PGA,
the Western Open and half a doz-
en other major tournaments in a
single year, as Hogan did in 1948?
Jimmy Demaret, an old Texas
friend of little Ben who now plays
out of Ojai, Calif., thinks there
is. He calls young Jack Burke, Jr.,
the greatest golfer I ever saw."
Demaret himself has taken his
share of the golfing gold. He won
six tournaments on the winter
circuit in 1940, only golfer ever to
achieve such a distinction. He
also has won every major event
on the winter tour.
Smiling Jimmy .may be a bit
prejudiced because Burke, now 27
years old, has been his protege
since he was 18.
But as long as three years ago
the touring professionals began
calling young Jackie Burke the
"coming star of the links."
Burke was 18 when he turned
professional in 1942 an d went
west with Demaret. From that
time on, the two have been close
friends on and off the course,






• IN GOOD TASTE
Henry & Henry
Phone 3284 Prbaceton, Ky.
ing for the top money. 
Mite has done well, too.15111
recently he won the $10,000 St.
Petersburg Open with rounds of
67-67-69-69--272, an even dozen
strokes under par. That victory
netted him $2,000 and put the
curly-haired Texan second only
to Sam Snead of White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va., as leading money
winner for the season to date.
All the pros like Burke and
would like to see him succeed.
They admit he has color on and
off the course and is a fine com-
petitor. But Demaret has a spec-
ial reason.
Burke's father, who died in
1943, was professional at the Riv-
er Oaks Country Club in Houston
and gave Demaret his first job
when Jimmy was 14.
Demaret worked under the el-
der Burke for four years and did
not forget his benefactor when
young Burke was ready for the
golfing wars. He took Burke in
tow and taught him many fine
points of the game.
Naturally, nobody will be hap-
pier than Demaret if and burke
makes and grade.
Cars Are Blamed For
Sloppy Dressed Men
Binghariiton, N. Y. - (AP) -
Michael Santalucia, the last of
Binghamton's custom hatmakers,
claims the automobile . has en-
couraged sartorial sloppiness.
"Men stopped dressing up be-
cause of the auto," Santalucia
say's. "They got sloppy. They don't
have .to look nice any more.
They're never on the street.
They're always hidden in cars."
The water chestnut was brought
to the U. S. from Asia in 1884.
Prescriptions A
Specialty
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TRIPLE RARITY: The Mice true albino deer in herd above
were photographed at Vtlas County feeding station by Staber
Reese, Wisconsin Conservatio,n Departmeht photographer, who
-shivered six days in blind for shot, near Milwaukee, Wis. The
picture is believed the first ever taken of multiple albinos, which
in partial state about once in 40,00 births. (AP WitePhoto)Occur
I By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
4
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
1.10111 M11113 1101141.1 .1111101811•111.1111WINI110111111.11111010111.0111
THE GARDEN 
.
CABBAGE LICE: The first sign
of this pest is the curling of the
leaves, and growth slows down.
In severe cases, the plants are
destroyed, but even though heads
do result, they're small and mal-
formed. Rotenone dust (3/4 per
cent strength) applied to hit the
lice, at the first sign, is the con-
trol. • •
HARLEQUIN BUG: This is the
red-and-black hard-shelled bug
that gets on cabbage, broccoli
and cauliflower. It is a sucking
insect causing deadened -spots
wherever it feeds. A contact dust,
as rotenone, should control it, but
its hard shell protects it. Fortu-
nately a new powerful material
has been developed, Sabadilla, a
10 per cent dust, that kills by con-
tact or by a gas this material
makes. For the present Sabadilla
is still quite expensive but it is
worth having as a reserve in any,
gardener's insecticide kit.
FLEABEETL4 This pest comes
frequently when cr ops are in
seed leaf stage. DDT is the con-
trol, in 3 per cent or 5 per cent
dust, or as a, spray made of the
50 per cent wettable form, two
tablespoons to a gallon of water.
_Usually, one good application at
seed leaf time is enough, but
sometimes a second application
in 10 days pays.
CAGGABE WORM: DDT dust
or spray could be used for cab-
bage worms, bfeore heading has
started, but then a shift should
be made to rotenone. On cauli-
flower and broccoli, always and
only rotenone should be used.
THE GENERAL FEEDERS:
These include the spotted cucum-
ber -beetle, southern bean beetle
and some of the leaf-hoppers,
It's National Hardware Week
at Cayce-Yost This Week April 29th7u6th
This week Independent Retail Hardware Merchants from coast to coast
are bringing to their customers Say ings in well known brand merchandise
that has been tested and tried by mil lions. CAYCE-YOST Presents:
GREAT STATES LAWN MOWER, 16" cut
Was $16.95  NOW $14•9$
ARVIN ALUMINUM IRON BOARDS
Were $7.95 ,.. NOW $6.95
WOOD IRON BOARDS, Metal Legs
Were $5.95 - NOW $4.95 Others $3.95
WHEPLING 21 GAL. GARBAGE CANS,
hand dipped, Were $3.29 NOW $2.95
50 Ft. HOSE, 5 year guarantee
Were $6.50  NOW $5.95
6 Ft. STEPLADDERS  $4.50
5 Ft. STEPLADDERS  $3.75
HAGER 6" STRAP HINGES  39c
RIM LOCKS 
DOUBLE DRAIN TUBS
Were $14.95  NOW $12.95
COSCO UTILITY TABLES
Were $9.95  NOW $7.95
Other Metal Tables on Casterk  $5.95
POSTURE BACK COSCO CHAIRS
Pre-Mother's Day Special
Were $12.95  NOW $10.95
HIDE-AWAY BRUSH CONCEALER, in 3
beautiful colors  $1.89
Stainless Steel Chrome DINNERWARE
Was $9.95  NOW $7.95
Settinitor six
NOW 98c 
ODD DISHES  10c & 20c
Values to $1.50 here for 20c
BURGESS CHROME SEAL FLASHLIGHT
BATTERIES, Were 10c  NOW 7e TEXAS BOMBER BAIT
Was $1.00  NOW 69e
26" 8-Point DISSTON HAND SAW $3.49 REEL, ROD, and LINE  NOW $6.95
West Kentucky's Most Complete Fishing
WOOL DUST MOP  $1.00 Tackle and Sporting Goods Store
A Paint Brush with a quart of SWP or Gray Seal Floor Enamel




Hamburg - (AP) - Hitler is
back-in a Hamburg waxworks.
His comeback was delayed be-
cause not a single brown shirt
could be found In the whole of
Hamburg and one had to be made
to order, a Hambtirg paper re-
ported. •
that feed on early vegetables Un-
til their favorite weeds are ready.
The damage they do is generally
not fatal, but only disfigurirrg,
serious' only in slow-growing sea
sons. As the plants at this time
are small,. a good general control
in dusting or spraying with DDT.
CUTWORMS: In seasons of
long drawn out cool weather, this
pest is sometimes quite serious.
On ttansplants, it can be prevent-
ed by wrapping the stems with
newspaper, but rows of planted
crops can be protected by drop-
ping pinches of pol§on mash,
made by mixing V.$ pound of 50
per cent DDT or Paris green with
8 pounds of bran or middlings,
then enough water to make a
sloppy mash. This is dropped
about wherever there is sign of
cutworms. This mash is poison-
ous; keep chickens out of the gar-
den, but they should be, anyhow.
Ky. Farm News
Jodie Buckman of Marion coun-
ty' built a farrowing house with
railroad Hee, with no outlay in
cash except for the roof.
The LacTrifiek 4-H Cab;
14 girls as members, has been out-
standing in Morgan county for
three years.
A campaign of the Spring Hills
Homemakers Club in Hickman
county resulted in painting and
stencilling names on 42 mailboxes.
Many of the 253 samples of soils
tested in Washington County were
found low in potash.
The Second National Ban of ,
PaintsWille is again sponsoring
the corn derby in Johnson county.
Studying clothing lessons, mem-
bers of Shelby county homemak-
ers clubs found they could wear
colors they once thought unsuit-
able.
The Green-Pasture Program in
Daviess county calls for an en-
rollment of at least 100 farmers.
The Boone County Utopia Club
council is planning to hold a
horse show in August.
H. L. Cochran of of Crittenden
county said cows turned on rye
pasture produced, 12 pounds of
milk more daily.
Chain stores of Middlesboro
held a consumer education tour
for officers and leaders of home-
makers clubs in Bell county.
Plans to find new markets for
graded eggs were made after a
survey of egg production in Clin-
ton county.
Using homemakers club instruc-
tion, Mrs. Kathleen Lindsey of
Carroll co-linty replaced seats or
backs on chairs.
Taylor Berry and Joe Dryden
have made the first seedings of
terfoil in Robertson county.
The Anderson County 4-H Club
Association ̀ Is planning to pur-
chase a truckload of dairy heifers.
Corundum, used for abrasives,
is found in Montana.






Hopkinsville Rd. Phone 3226
Princeton, Ky.
What makes a railroad?
If you're building a house, the carpenter brings his
own saw-cost about $8.
But if you're shipping a carload of lumber, the engi-
neer climbs aboard our locomotive-cost $100,000
up.
You can see why it takes working dollars to make a
railroad. They must always be available when
they're needed and where they're needed. Without
thfm, the best railroaders in the world-and that
includes the men and women of the Illinois Central
-can't run a good' railroad.
Last year the Illinois Central spent $38,000,000 for
new equipment and other things to improve its serv-
ice to you. The railroad also created a new consoli-
dated mortgage, providing a firm foundation for
future improvements.
We believe that keeping our railroad financially
sound is important to our workers and to you. For
this is the surest way for the Illinois. Central and







New York (API -- If you
have ambitions to become a New
York football star you might start
out by being born on Feb. 26.
That is the date when Duke Iver-
son (1920), Joe Golding (1921)
and John NOM
an appearance for the first time, 
backs and Nolan




Redlands, Calif.  MS-
ahi Gumpert, 0, had a quarter for
lunch-literally. Given a 28-tent
piece to buy her noon meal at
school, she amused herself by
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the time, tie qtiarter
on going, down her throat:
A physician said thete s
cause
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k List To Be
In Judging
all House
Ina_ to general practice
•perience a sound small
hould be able to lneet the
ng specifications:
e cost of the land with
sewers, • other utilities,
a it d streets installed,
not amount to more than
h of the total price of
and lot.
e neighborhood should be
tially zoned and built up
ernes in approximately the
rice class.
e appearance of the house
be acceptable to others,
'rig a sound resale value.
e front door should ire
and sturdy, open without
g, and equipped with solid
jr bronze (weatherproof)
here should be either an
ce vestibule or •a covered
y.
ooms should be large
with wall spaces adequate
erage furniture. Windows
be well arranged for light
oss ventilation.
itchen equipment should be
ate and specified so you will
what items you may have
: extra
athroom fixtures should be






Spring Grass Can ,
Make Good Silage
Fearing • possible shortage of
feed in middle oi late sumraer,
some Kentucky farmers mike sil-
age out of surplus 'spring gtass.
The College of Agriculture and
Horne Economies at Lexington
suggests that eteek- be ltept-off
part of the pastureland until the
bluegrIss or other grass is 10 to
15 inches high by late May. Blue-
grass mixed with white clover or
other legume should make a ton
and a half to three tons of silage
an acre.
Although now chiefly a pasture
grass, Ky. 31 fescue may be made
into silage, according to a college
leaflet on this new gtass. Feseue's
long life, vigorous leafy, growth,
high yields and freedom from
rust should make it one of the
best grimes for silage, it is said.
A good many farmers have
more grass than they need in the
spring, only to face a feed short-
age during summer drought. The
silage method saves extra spring
for later feeding.
order.
9. Plumbing lines should be
able to withstand corrosive ef-
fects of local water conditions.
10. Purpose of -attic space
should be understood, whether it
is designed for additional rooms
or storage space under the rafters.
11. An expansion attic should
have floor joists strong enough to
bear the added weight. Joist sizes
depend on the length of the span.
12. The house should be served
preferably by sewers, or by sep-
tic tank instead of cesspool.
13. The cellar should be dry
even after a heavy rain. Founda-
tion shod show no sign of
crumbling.
14. If the house is built on a
concrete slab, the slab should be
insulated around the edges, be-
tween the slab and foundation
footings, with insulation extend-
ing down below the frost line.
15. If the house is built with a
crawl space instead cif cellar, the
crawl space should be well venti-
lated and the floor insulated.
16. The heaitng plant should be
able to pass inspectfon by an im-
partial heating engineer.
17. Fluor joists visible f rom
basethent should have bridging
WALKER HAS IT




Princeton. Ky. Dial 3211
Dend Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
your dead stock promptly, free of charge
nd on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
oily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
We pay all phone charoes.
hone 3698 Princeton, Ky.
IT'S NO PUN TO BE CHUBBY: Fne-year-old l'an-ish Wilson, Jr.—a chunky youngster for his
age—is on a strict reducing diet after being freed from this trap in Kansas City, Kans. Playing in
the garage at his suburban home he found a 30-gallon oil drum and tried it for size. He squeezed
in all right, but his right leg became doubled up in the maneuver. Stuck tight, he yelled for help.
His mother summoned his grandfather, Lewis G. Wilson (left), and a neighbor, Ralph Renne (cen-
ter), who eventually chiseled him free, opening the bottom of the drum and pushing him through
with the aid of firemen and deputy sheriffs. (AP Wirephoto)
Introducing Your
Child To Religion
By David Taylor Marke
Many parents ask, "How can I
help my child to understand re-
ligion?"
The aswer to these questions,
says Dr. Edna Dean Baker, presi-
dent-emeritus of National College
of Education, Evanston, Illinois,
is dependent first of all on what
is meant by religion. She says:
"If we have in mind dogmas,
creeds, theological concepts,
church history--any adult form
of religion, we have to say that a
child cermet have religion. Chil-
dren are different -from grown-
ups. They are immature human
beings. They have not developed
the ability to think, as adults can,
in abstract terms nor are they
interested in such formulations
as creeds and dogmas."
Dr. Baker, who will conduct a
two-week course this summer in
"Child Guidance in Religion," at
the College, goes on to say, "If on
the other hand, we think of re-
ligion as a way of living or an ex-
perience with life that results in
confidence, faith, consideration
(cross-pieces o; short boards) to
strengthen the floor.
18. Subflooring visible between
joists is superior when laid diag-
onally rather than at right angles.
19. Steel solumns are preferred
to wood for supporting beams
over basement. If wood is used it
should stand on a separate foot-
ing raised from the basement
floor.
20. Basement window, should.
be s e t in masonry areaways,
well drained.
, 21. All ceilings should be free
of water stains which indicate
rob! leaks.
22. Roof visible from attic
should be light tight with no pin-
holes showing.
23. Roofing should be in good
condition. Most shingle roofs
need replacing in about 20 years.
24. Roof should have adequate
gutters and leaders, preferably
rust-proof and rot proof, or
eaves overhanging far enough to
keep water away from founda-
tion.
Now 4 to seE
instead ofin the lowest price field.
The 
Studebaker 
Champ;onis one of the 4 lowestlargest selling pricecars!
As SHOWN
STUDEBAKER CHAMPION
6-PASSENGER, 2-DOOR CUSTOM SEDAN
$1532.09
DELIVERED IN PRINCETON
Stair ma liparl Dams, V *ars
Rites ow very deadly le eeeolloy etemetAlrns
dee le IN Ilreoteerkelee imps
e ..a.,ek="tt.6- Pd."tt olden Cuolow modolen




Champion in gas mileage, tool
A IIIIViiedeekekv theesplon, with overdrive (roptioitel et
ORM, eed), beet 30 fere .1 16 raker I,, drelakt-er pea
willempe be Me peer's tdeblIpor Greed Colorer Is,,. Tbe
Seudebeer Ceempre dedsicely ber the 3 odor lead.
I. g Sewed prise .ere—by 3t. 5 miler per 'ellen,
mplement & Motor. Co.
Phone 2053
Chemical Protects Mice,
Not Humans From Atom
Washington — (AP) — Three
Belgian scientists report that use
of a poisonous chemical—sodiuM
Cyanide— has Iforded high pro-
tection to mice against deadly
doses of radiation. They used x-
rays in their tests, but anything
that would be true of x-rays
would hold for' "rays" from an
atomic bomb.
The Belgians offered on state-
ment as to whether cyanide might
offer possibilities for humans but
a Washington scientist said he be-
and love for others, cooperation,
a. child can be helped to become
religious. Such a concept meets
the need of the child for securitY,
a sense of belonging, a need for
regularity and rhythm, affection
and happiness."
Continuing, Dr. Baker points
out, the religion of the child is
then a matter of gradual develop-
ment in understanding his world,
the people and things in it, of
learning to consider others, to
love the members of his family,
relatives, neighbors; of learning
to share, to take turns, to coop-
erate in doing things; of develop-
ing purposes; of acquiring faith
in the dependability of his world,
in God. Parents have to be willing
to study the growth and maturing
processes of the:r childrer, to live
with them, to know each one as
an individual with his own uni-
queness, in order to help or guide
religious development.
Regularity and system are im-
portant, says Dr. Baker, for chil-
cren are greatly in need of this
kind of dependability which
makes them feel they are in a
law-abiding world. "They need
consistency and firmness in con-
trol which should be neither too
stern nor too lax. There should
be some free time for children
and some opportunity to choose.
They need a few belongings in-.
eluding play toys, treasures they
want to keep, pieces of handwork;
and they need a place to keep
these things. A child cannot re-
spect the property of others un-
til he ha: come property of his
own which others respect."
Emotional security is very de-
pendent upon a .sense of belong-
ingness, upon receiving genuine
affcetion from one or more per-
sons. It helps a child very much
to have his personality difficul-
ties understood by his parents,
and to have them show him re-
spect as a person. If questions
about God, death, suffering, acci-
dents pnd disasterous storms are
met frankly and without emotion-
al upset, it does much to increase
















• for PABY CHICKS
• for GROWING FLOCKS
• for LAYING HENS
FEED NUNN-BETTER
ALL THE WAY ION . . .
BIGGER POULTRY PROFITS
'HUHN-UTTER All Mash
Is made by the Millers of
INIUMN-IIITIIR All Purpose ..,
We, Wheat Meer.
HOBBY IS TAPED UP
Los Angeles — (AP) — As a
hobbyist, Mrs. Sylvia Wexler
"measures up". She collects tape
measures. Mrs. Wexler has ac-
quired 18 unusual types since
the day in 1939 she asked for a
tape and was handed one wound
in a celluloid doll's head.
Her collection includes tapes
hidden in an alarm clock, a metal
turtle, a tiny harp, a porcelain
duck, an ivory spindle and a pic-
ture of the Brooklyn Bridge.
lived it would be out of the
question for human use. He de-
clined to be quoted by name. He
said the Belgian work added an-
other block to the structure of
knowledge that is slowly being
built up towards understanding
the true nature of how radiation
affects the living body.
Marie Antoinette helped popu-








11, W. Marteet at.
Al The Churches
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer: Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m. ,
Worship Service at 11.00 a. m.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunda,y 
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes-
day at 7:00 p. ni.
CENTRA1., PRESBYTERIAN
Rev, Floyd Loperfido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 am. Sunday School
10:45 am. Morning Service
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service,,
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice •
OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock
FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
5:45 p. m. Training Union





CHURCH Or THE IMMACU-
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL-
INGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 10 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS-
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
"RC Makes You
Feel Like New!"
Yee, and best-tasting RC is
super-delicious with this recipe
for spring parties —








frankfurter bits and sauce on
large potato chips
Drink Royal Crown Cola
Mass at 8 o'clock,
Holt Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is
pastor and the Rev. Richard
Clements is assistapt pastor,
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
(Rev. Rand Woodall, pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday
afternoon .a4-2418.-
Preaching every second and
fourth Sunday • afternoons at
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Satur-
day et 7:30 p. m.
•A peaked leather-soled shoe
called the Cracowe Was consider-
ed the height of fashion during
the Middle Ages. Its point Was
so long that a chain tied around
the knee held .up the • toe.
Ages of Camp Fire Girls are be-
tweertseven and 18..
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Rev, Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
Sunday School-10 a. lc
Preaching-41 a. m.
Training Union-6 p. m.




Old Madisonville Road, Rev
William. E. Cunningham, pastot
Sunday School 9:45 cm.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.




Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
Preaching services every sec-
ond and fourth Sunday at 11 am.
and 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Thurs-
day night at 7 p. m.
Sunday school every Sunday
morning at 9:45 a. m.
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
W. H. Tallent, minister
Sunday School, 9:45 a. in.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. in,
Prayer meeting every Wednes-







THREE RIVERS NAT'L FARM
LOAN AS3'N.
Loans made on good farms
from 10 to 33 years at 4% In-




Dial 3351 — Princeton, Ky.
WE'LL GLADLY HELP
YOU WITH A LOAN
TO BUY THE THINGS
YOU NEED AT HOME
Bilt %flan
DON? latilleife something you want or need just
because you lock the ready cash to pay for it Our 
Personal
Loan plan will help make your dreams for Spring come 
true.
714314tTC Oar krals Mad yea •ceed— Then phone or
come in for the money.
JrLtet'LUie FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY
110 W. Market Street PHONE 2881
Princeton, Ky. DAVID N. RIDEOUT, Mgr.
Feather-bedding scheme of Firemen's Union to put an  additional-sae •   .AIO




Fact Finding Boards appointed by Presidents Roosevelt and Truman'
have said these demands were "devoid of merit" and they were }
EJECTED TWICE!
Now the Firemen's leaders seek to paralyze railroad transportation
to compel the railroads to employ a wholly unnecessary additional
fireman to ride on diesel locomotives. This scheme is plain
FEATHER-BEDDING
LZADEBB or the Firemen's union have
called a nationwide strike starting with
four great railroads on April 26. These
railroads are the New York Central, Penn-
sylvania, Santa Fe, and Southern.
The union claim that a second fireman
Is needed on grounds of safety is sheer
hypocrisy. Safety has been dragged into
this dispute only in an unsuccessful effort
to give a cloak of respectability to vicious
feather-bedding demands.
After a careful study of the first de-
mands of this union, a Presidential Fact
Finding Board on May 21, 1943, reported
to President Roosevelt that there was no
need for an extra fireman on diesel
locomotives.
Again, on September 19, 1949, after a
second hearing on the union leaders' de-
mands, a second Board reported to Presi-
dent Truman that: "there presently exists
no need for an additional fireman ... upon
either the ground of safety or that of
efficiency and economy of operation."
Safety Record of Diesels Is
Outstandingly Good
Allhough the Mirada seeepted *he Board
4.1111i0., the ugh* Medea have bcssuslir,
teieseet theo. They *resod Ned eg
extra fireman ia needed for "safety" rea-
sons. Here's what the Board had to say
on that point:
"The safety and on-time performance
of diesel electric locomotives operated
under current rules have been notably
good ...
"Upon careful analysis of the data sub-
mitted on safety, we have concluded
that no valid reasons have been shown
as a support for the Brotherhood pro-
posal under which a fireman would be
required to be stall times continuously
in the cab of road diesels. The proposal
must be rejected."
'Me real maim behind these demands is
that the union leaders are trying to make
jobs where there is no work. In other
words, • plain case of "feather-bedding."
The railroads have no intention of yield-
ing to these wasteful make-work demands.
EASTERN
SO UTNE ASTE Rtt
WESTERN
"The Safety Reterd of Diesels
Is Oetstandluely Geed..."
PILDIRDIDITIAL FACT FOIDGIO BOARD RADOM
Read thew excerpts from official reports
of Presidential Fact Finding Boards:
"The safety record of Dimas is out-
standingly good, and it follows that
the safety rule, now applicable have
produced good results."
"The safety and on-tims pszformance
of Diesel-electric locomotives operated
under current rules indicate that
Diesel-electric operation has been mhr
than steam locomotive' operation.,
Remember! Thor ore not statements of
(ha rathreade. They are Just a few at the
manyamUereasseinsieearsectiedbyPreei-
dent Truntaa's Fact Molise Board width








Students of the Junior Red
Cross art classes recently con-
ducteellsy Mrs. H. C. Lester, Jun-
instructor, have finished their
foreign art exchange project and
have sent their pictures to na-
tional headquarters.
Students participating in this
project are Donald Oliver, Nancy
Murphy, Dorris Boyd, Charlotte
York, Iralyn Fears, Charles Par-
is, Johnny Jake, Billy Gray, Jim-
my Stevens, Robbie .Candler,
Marshall Head, Carolyn Adams,
Joyce Williamson, James Keeling,
Bobby Boone, George Creekmur,
Paul Davis, J. W. P urdy and
James and William Hunter.
Students who entered the Juve-
nile Art contest are Jeanette
Childress, David Ray Cartwright,
Julian Gene Littlepage, Billy
Gray, Charles Barnes, Robbie
Candler, Marshall Head, George
Creekmur, Carolyn Adams, Nan-
cy Pettit and Jo Ann Head.
Blue ribbons were won by Cur-
tis Pinnegar, first honor, J. W.
Purdy, Robbie Candler, William
Hunter, Bobby Boone, George
Creekmur, Marshall Head, Car-
olyn Adams and David Ray
Cartwright. These students also
received credit cards: Jimmy
Strong, Eva Mitchell, James Cra-
vens, James Lee Bowman, Laska
Ann Liman, Nancy Williamson,




Members of the Central Presby-
terian Church attending the dis-
trict Presbytery at Sturgis last
Thursday were Mesdames Shell
Smith, Floyd A. Loperfido and
son Tammy, Reg Lowery, Richard
Morgan, Owen Ingram, L. L.
Patmor, John McLin, L. C. Lis-
man, Frank Morgan, Allison Akin,
R. A. Williard, F. T. Linton, J.
H. Calloway, Hewlett Morgan,
Carrie Hodges and Frank Cash.
Mrs. John Irvin, national presi-
dent of women's organizations of
PresbYterian churches, was the
guest speaker,
More than 8,000 patients have
been issued for improving the
manufacture of leather soles and
shoes since the U. S. Patent Of-





Phone 2640, Write or Visit
Allen Monumental
Works
Dawson Rd. at Center St.
Princeton, Ky. ,‘
AUTO- GLASS: Sheet gaiety
glass cut and instilled la all
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Station, Corner Plum & main.
Phone 557. ste
FOR SALE: Spinet slightly used
-Bargain. Used pianos from
$69.00. Dye Piano Co., 409 S.
Main, Hopkinsville. 42-2te
FOR SALE: High quality lespede-
za seed. Test 99.76 per cent pur-
ity; 93 per dent germination.
Also Ladino clover, certified
and conamercial Ky. 91 fescue.
Fredonia Valley Seed Co. Dial
4212 or 4202. 32-1tc
FOR RENT: Dragline ter digging
ponds or ditches; by hour or
" job. Chambers Distributing Co.
Madisonville. Ph one 433-W.
42-2tp
FOR SALE: Choice Holstein and
Guernsey heifer calves. T. B.,
Bang's tested. Six to ten weeks
old. Price delivered by truck
to your farm: Six weeks at $45.
and ten weeks at $55. Delivered
on approval in lots of five or
more. Some one year and tSvo
year old heifers. Write or wire
Merlin J. Rux, Muscoda, Wis-
consin. 38-8tc
EXCAVATING: Roads, ponds,
grading and basement digging.
Can dig basements after house
is built. For estimate, call Mad-
isonville 3 4 3 W. Satterfield
Bros. , 42-4tp
MALE HELP WANTED: Reliable
man with car wanted to call on
farmers in S. Caldwell County.
Wonderful opportunity. $15 to
$20 in a day. No experience or
capital required. Permanent.
Write today. McNFAS COM-
PANY, Dept. A, Freeport, Ill.
42-2tp
FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
used cars, be sure you know
the dealer. For clean, used cars
in all price ranges, see Ran-
dolph Motors. Ours are A-1.
Ford sales and service. 36-tfe
YOUR DOLLAR; Will buy piano,
not overhead, at WO Piano co.,
4.09 $. Main, HopkinavIlle,
32-47tpl
1
FOR SALE: If you don't know
Cruiser control, shift to Scott-
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
shift to reverse and forward. 4
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71/2 h. p. with
Shift. Williams Texaco Service
StationPlam and Main St.
Phone 2445. tfc
WATCH MAKING: All makes and
models; clocks, jewelry repair-
ed. All work guaranteed. Chas.
"Pete" Russell, certified watch-
maker. 203 N. Harrison St.
33-tfc
LAUNDRY BLEACH, Best White
32 oz. bottle
  39( CHERRIES, South Haven, red sourpitted, No. 2 can 2 for
IRISH POTATOES, Nancy Lee, whole 1 21(
No. 2 can 
AMERICAN CHEESE FOOD, Fisher's
2 lb. loaf 
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced in
syrup, No. 2,2 can 3 for 
GREEN BEANS & POTATOES, Nancy
Lee No. 2 can 2 for .
COFFEE, Loving Cup
1 lb. 57c 3 lbs. 
KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. pkg. 
PEAS, Handy
No. 2 can 
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe, out
No. 2 can 
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver River
No. 2 can 
BANANAS, large & ripe
lb. 
SWEET POTATOES, Nancy Hall
price on wallpaper of over 300
patterns to choose from. Joiner
Hardware Company, home of
Red Spot Paints, Princeton,
 Ky.
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
and Electrical Supplies, visit
Stalling and Kennedy Electne
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
tfo
Now Is The Time
Now is the time to raise some
good mules. The average team on
the farm now is about 15-years-
old. Most of them will be gone
before we can raise good ones to
fill their places. Not many of us
in this section can farm economi-
cally without one or two teams.
We have in our barn the best lot
of Jacks we ever owned. Also nice
saddle stallion and shall be glad
to see you nny time. Service hours
9 a. m. and 2 p. m. H. C. McCon-
nell, Princeton Route 3. Phone
3831. Eight miles from Princeton.
42-2te
FOR SALE: Registered Duroc
sows and pigs. Also some nice
young gilts. Henry Hartigan.
Phone 3948, Cadiz road. 43 ltp
HOME FOR SALE OR TRADE:
Nice ranch-type home; three
bedrooms; all modern conveni-
ences; good location. Will trade
for smaller home or farm. See
Bill Hodge or J. D. Hodge, Sr.
43-1te
LIME HAULINGY Let us haul and
spread your lime. Robinson Im-
plement and Motor Co. Dial
2053. 43-3tc
FERTILIZER SPREADERS: We
are now dealers for the Ezee
Flow spreader. Ezee Flow will
spread any fertilizer in any
condition in any amount-uni-
formly and accurately-with-
out clogging or money back.
Robinson Implement and Motor
Co. Dial 2053. 43-31e
TOBACCO GROWERS: We have
on our floor for display one of
the Bemis transplanters. Come
in and let us show you. Robin-
son Implement and Motor Co.
43-Ste
FOR SALE: Desk and chair, like
new, $20; 24-inch base cabinet,
36 inches high and 33 inches
deep, $8. 211 Eagle St. or phone
3248. 43-Up
FOR RENT: Furnished apartment
with private bath. See or call
Mrs. R. D. Farmer, 417 E. Main
street. Dial 2457. 43-1te
FOR SALE: 1949 Custom Ford;
8-cylinder; pale weep with
white side-wall tires; radio and
heater. See or call Dorothy Ann
Davis after 5 o'clock. Dial 3731.
10( OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
pound 
LIMA BEANS, Larsen's Green,
fresh, can 
GREENS, Kale, Mustard or Turnip
Nancy Lee 18 oz. can 
BABY FOOD, Gerber's asst.
strained, 4141 oz. can 
CIGARETTES, Popular Brands, carton
(tax inc.) Ky. only 
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
32 oz. jar 
CORN, Pennysaver, white Cream Style
Co. Gent. No. 2 can 
HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb.-pkg. 
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
32 oz. jar 
POP CORN, Sunburst






CHOICE GRADE A BEEF
  19 BEFI. SHORT RIBS,












Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
DOG ADOPTS RABBIT: Kline, a registered German miniature pinscher, has adopted a found-
ling baby jack rabbit to grow up with her own litter of three pups. The owner of the dog, El-
vin 3, Bryant, of Modesto, Calif., brought the tiny rabbit to Kline just a day before she had 'her
litter. After a week in the pinscher's care, the little jack behaves very much like his foster
brothers. -(AP Wirephoto)
CHILDCRAFT: Subscribe for it
for children 1-14 yrs. Parent
and child guidance. Serves as
summer school work. Mrs. H.
C. Lester, dial. mgr., 908 North
Jefferson St. Dial 3768. 43-tfe
FOR SALE: Good, used gas range
in excellent condition. Priced
right to sell. See H. M. John-
ston, 4l S. Jefferson. Phone
3403. 43-1tp
FOR SALE: Rebuilt tractor, Far-
mall-H on rubber, WC Allis
Chalmers on rubber, F-20 Far-
mall on rubber. Also good No.
8 2-12 inch slate wing plows
and some good rebuilt tractor
disk rrows. Coleman-Dunn
Co., phone 2095, Princeton.
43-1tc
FOR SALE: We have just receiv-
ed a shipment of double gang
soil pulverizers and McCormick
heavy duty No. 9A tractor disk
harrows. Coleman-Dunn Co.,
phone 2095 43- I tc
FOR SALE: Good used Universal
El ect r ic Reftteigerator. Also
some good Serve} Kerosene Res
frigerators. Coleman-Dunn Co.,
phone 2095, Princeton. 43-1te
FOR SALE: 45-acres, 3 miles out
of Dawson road. New three-
room house, basement, two
wells, pond, 10 acres timber,
2-10 Burley base, 3-10 dark
tobacco base. Kelley C. Morse
Real Estate Agency, near
Or building, Princeton.
43-1tp
FOR S A L E: Allis Chalmers
tractor with plow, 2-14 inch;
disc, cultivator, mower, 7-ft; all
in good condition. Can be seen
at Hobby's Garage, Princeton,
KY. 43-Ite
FOR SALE: Used electric refrig-
erators. Bill's Auto Associate
Store,
RUMMAGE SALE: Saturday,
April 29, starting at 9 a. in. at
the Central Preibyterian
Churth Annex. Cakes and cook-
ies also will be sold. 43-1te
FOR SALE: New electric hedge
shears, 6:50x16 tire and tube,
Golf clubs and'bag cheap. 3270.
43-he
FOR RENT: Three-room apart-
ment with bath. Located at
Henrietta Apartments. Dial
3573. 43-1tp
FOR SALE: One slightly used In-
ternational C tractor with two,
12-in, bottom plows; 6-ft. tan-
dem disc harrow; two-row cul-
tivator and corn planter. Pric-
ed to sell. C&L Tractor Co. Dial
3305. 43-1tc
WANTED: Baby sitting. Dial 3787.
43-Ite
Faculty Members To
Have Picnic May 1
Members of the faculty of But-
ler and Eastside schools and their
families will have a picnic Mon-
day night, Mpy 1, at Kuttawa
Springs, according to C. T. Pol-
lard, city school superintendent.
ORDINANCE
The following is a true and cor-
rect copy of an ordinance adopted
by the City Council of Princeton,
Kentucky, introduced at the meet-
ing of the 10th day of Apsil, 1950
and passed at the meeting on the
24th day of April, 1950.
CITY ORDINANCE
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF PRINCETON, CALD-
WELL COUNTY, KENTUCKY,
DO ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. That the purchas-
er or grantee of this franchise,
hip or its legal representatives,
successors, and assigns, be and is,
subject to the conditions herein-
after contained, hereby authoriz-
ed and empowered to acquire,
purchase, construct, maintain and
operate in and through the City
of Princeton, Kentucky, a system
or works for the generation, dis-
tribution and transmission of elec-
trical energy from points either
within or without the corporate
limits of said City, to said City,
and the inhabitants thereof, and
from and through said municipali-
ty to persons, corporations and
municipalities beyond the limits
thereof,sand for the sale of same
for light, heat, power and other
purposes; and to erect and main-
tain poles, wires and other ap-
paratus necessary or convenient
for the operation of said system
in, upon, across and along each
and all of the streets, avenues,
alleys and public places in said
City; to have and hold, as by
law authorized, any and all real
estate, easements, water and
other rights necessary or conveni-
ent for said purpose; to use within
the present and future corporate
limits of said City any and all
streets, avenues, alleys and pub-
lic places as the same are now
or may -hereafter be laid out,
while' constructing or operating
said electric light system os
works, and the right to cross any
and all streets and streams in
said City for the purpose of con-
structing, maintaining or extend-
ing such poles, wires and other
apparatu.s as may be necessary or
convenient for the proper distri-
bution of electric energy in and
through said City. After any pole
has once been erected and the
Board of Council shall order the
removal of said pole to another
location, the City shall pay the
cost of milting such relocation,
unless same shall be due to wid-
ening,_ rsftradings or reconstruc-
tions of the street or highway, in
which ease the owner will relo-
cate at its expense. In any exten-
sions of the present distribution
system, additional poles shall be
placed under the supervision of
the Board of Council.
SECTION 2. The purchaser of
this franchise shall indemnify,
and save harmless the City from
any and all damages, judgments,
decrees, costs and expenses, in-
cluding a reasonable attorney's
fee, which said City may legally
suffer or incur or which may be
legally obtained against said City
for or by reason of the use and
occupation of any street, avenue,
alley, or other public place in
said City by the purchaser, pur-
suant to the terms of this fran-
chise, or legally resulting from
the exercise by said purchsser of
any of the privileges herein grant-
ed; and, if any claim shall be
made or suit brought against said
City for damages alleged to have
been sustained by reason of the
occupation of any street, avenue,
alley or public place by said pur-
chaser, the City shall immediate-
ly notify the purchaser in writ-
ing thereof, and the purchaser is
hereby given the right and privi-
lege to defend or assist in defend-
ing such suit, in the name of the
City.
SECTION 3. The purchaser of






Think of lit No matter what happens to your FAITH 
watch
(except crystal) you are protected by a one-year 
unconditional
guarantee. FAITH is the world's only popular priced watch
that offers you this safeguard- *Moot T•rios N Dedevil
this franchise may furnish elec-
tricity for light, heat, power and
any other purpose to any person
or persons residing along or near
the aforesaid streets, avenues, al-
leys and public places, and may
make such lawful contracts for
the use thereof as may be agreed
upon between said purchiser
and the said person or persons.
SECTION 4. The purchaser of
this franchise shall extend its
electric light or power lines and
install additional equipment
whenever there is assured to it
from additional business to be de-
rived therefrom a reasonable re-
turn upon the investment requir-
ed to install such extension.
SECTION 5. The purchaser
shall have the right to make and
enforce reasonable rules and reg-
ulations necessary to the proper
conduct of its business and pro-
tection of its property.
SECTION 6. The purchaser
shall have the right to charge for
electrical energy supplied with-
in the City, rates that are reas-
onable and that are subject to
regulation by the Public Service
Commission of Kentucky.
SECTION 7. All the rights and
privileges granted by this fran-
chise shall be for a period of Ten
(10) years from and after same
shall be granted to the purchas-
er thereof and said franchise
shall be in full force and effect
for the period aforesaid from
and after the date of said grant.
SECTION 6. This franchise
may be transferred by the pur-
chaser and the word "purchaser"
whenever used in this franchise
shall include and be taken to
mean and apply also to all the
successors and assigns of said
purchaser.
SECTION 9. It shall be the
duty of the City Clerk, as soon as
practicable after the intreduction
of this ordinance, Ma sell at pub-
lic auction, to the highest and
best bidder, the within franchise
at the City Hall of Princeton,
Kentucky, on some day to be fix-
ed by him after advertising the
proposed ordinance and the time
and place of sale thereof once a
week for two consecutive weeks,
in the Princeton Leader, a news-
paper of general circulation pub-
Executor's Notice
A 1 1 persons havtng





therri to me for payment on or be-
fore .Tuae 1, 1950, properly prov-
en; and all persons - knowing
estate will please come forward
and pay their accounts.




Three persons from Princeton
have reserved boxes for the 1950
Kentucky Derby to be held May
6 at Churchill Downs, Louisville,
according to a report received
here this week. Those listed here
were Dr. B. K. Amos, Philip
Stevens and Dr. Kenneth L.
Barnes.
lished in this City, and In mak-
ing said sale, he shall receive no
bid for a less amount than the
total expense connected with the
making of said sale including the
cost of advertising, and he shall
report his actions hereunder at a
subsequent meeting ,of this Board
of Council.
Said Board of Council, reserves






Dated April 25th, 1950 43-1te
Thursday, April 27,
Livestock Market
Price of cattle tthe
stockyard ,reMained steady
pared to the prey iouR wetk,
reported. •
TOTAL MEAD




Baby Beeves .. ' 24.00
Fat Cows -
Canners k Cutters 13.0s
Bulls  1900
Stock Cattle  200p
Feeder Cattle  20.0s
Milk.Cows, pe lid. 112.00
VEALS
Fancy Yeats  28,50
No. 1 Yeats  2750
No. 2 Veals  . 25 50





355 & up  14.75
120-155 
160-195  15.75
Roughs 350 & under 14.00
Roughs 3551450 .. 13.5n
Roughs 455 & up 13 5n
Mrs. Pedley Undergoes
Operation Wednesday
Mrs. Gracean NI Pedley
went an ant Opel ation
bell's Clinic, Memphis,
Wednesday morning. Her
lion is reported to be sat'
A Horseshoe is important to A horse
- - - But it won't Protect your
right to drive.
Buy Automotive Bodily Injury and
Property Damage Insurance on your
car today.
McGough Paint & Wolipoper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"
Idwell
en Ra
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